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BELMONT WHEELWORKS • 480 Trapelo Road • Belmont • 617.489.3577
ACE WHEELWORKS • 145 Elm Street • Somerville • 617.776.2100

REPAIR CLASSES AT WHEELWORKS
Wheelworks has created an opportunity to learn bicycle mechanics in a
professional repair shop, taught by qualified instructors. You'll save time by
not having to wait for your bicycle to be tuned up at the local shop (some
shops have 3-4 week waiting periods for repairs during peak
seasons).You'll save time by not walking your bike miles out of the woods
because you didn't know how to make an efficient trailside repair. You'll
save money by not paying labor to maintain your bicycle over the years
(the average tune-up ranges from $45-75 and should be performed at least
once per year).Those of you who might be interested in working in the
bicycle industry (full or part time, as a lifestyle or as a hobby) will have
obtained a solid base of bicycle repair knowledge in which to grow upon.
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Class Offerings Fall/Winter 02-03

Park Tool School Repair Classes by Wheelworks
6 Hour Courses $69.99 per participant - Plus $22.99 for required course manual
12 Hour Courses $139.99 per participant - Plus $22.99 for required course manual
Individual Classes
Classes are taught on a one student to one mechanic basis You choose the topic!
1 hour for $40.00
2 hours for $75.00
Students are welcome to bring one friend and split the cost.

Suspension Fork Clinics
Disc Brake Clinics

• 2 Hours - $50 per participant

Wheel Building Clinics
Flat Fix Clinics

• 2 Hours - $50 per participant

• 4 Hours - $100 per participant

1 Hour - $25 per participant

Women’s Specific Clinics

• 6 Hours - $69.99 per participant

Visit: www.wheelworks.com
for Details & Class Schedules
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Something
Wintery This Way Comes
Muffled tires floating through frozen magic, winter
riding is blissful yet challenging. Don’t hibernate.
Get out there and ride the white stuff! By Karl
Rosengarth, Dirt Rag Magazine
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The

Mecca that is

Interbike

Vegas isn’t just for gamblers anymore. It’s the
place that all bike junkies want to be in October,
when the largest bike circus in the world comes to
town. By Tom Grimble
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Go Away!
Great Mountain Bike Get-Aways
for Spring
Plan your spring bike trip during the winter! It will
keep you psyched about riding and help you get
some early fitness for next season. These destinations should be on your short list. By Krisztina
Holly
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Chain Letters
Blue Hills Day Gratitude
The Sixth Annual Mountain Bike Day coasted through the MDC
Blue Hills Reservation on Sunday, September 22, 2002 ... and the
ride was smooth and flawless! Thanks to you for helping to make
Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day a big hit. We had a beautiful, sunny
day with a fun-loving crowd of more than 400 biking enthusiasts.
It was great to see lots of new riders and particularly lots of
young riders. We may have cornered the market on the "family"
crowd. Loads of adrenalin-pumped tykes and teens cruised over
the obstacle course during the day, culminating with the worldfamous limbo contest and free raffle at the end of the day. Lots of
happy people got to take home lots of cool bike swag! Other
highlights of the day include the informational expo area, repair
clinics with Dedham Bike, skills clinics with the MDC's own biking
guru, John Jacoppo and lots of led and self-guided rides provided
by the Blue Hills multi-talented TrailWatch Team of volunteers.
A special thanks to NEMBA for your generous contribution
toward the day's events. We appreciate your support. We look
forward to future cooperation for Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day
2003!
Maggi Brown, MDC South District Ranger

Kudos for NEMBAFest
We loved Nembafest! Thanks for organizing yet another fun
event. The riding, the pork barbecue, great weather, and everyone's enthusiasm was wonderful!!! We especially appreciated
how nice everyone was on the trails considering how packed
they were with riders! Just wanted you to know that
Nembafest was well worth the drive from NY city!!!
Becca and Nick Nowak, New York NY

Bike Dealers Loved the Fest too!
Thanks so much for having us at this great event! I'm sorry I
couldn't make it myself, but the report from the guys and girls
that went was excellent: great riding, great food, great music,
great people, lots of fun! We did pretty well on the retail side
too. Sounds like a big success; I hope you guys will do it again
next year! Thanks again from The Cycle Loft crew (especially
all of our Vietnam riders!). P.S. The new trail at Great Brook is a
blast!
Michael DelRossi, The Cycle Loft, Inc.
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Make History
Buy this Land!
Vietnam, in Milford, Massachusetts, is under imminent threat of development, and
the New England Mountain Bike Association is working with local and state agencies
and groups to protect as much of this area as possible.
NEMBA has created the New England Land Preservation Fund to
purchase land that is critical for mountain biking. The number one
goal of the fund is to the buy 47-acre Liner Trust Parcel located to
the east of the power lines. This parcel contains miles of the technical trails that have made 'Nam a favorite riding location for mountain
bikers throughout New England. If you've ridden 'Nam, you've ridden this parcel, and we want to make sure you can ride it tomorrow,
and forever.
We must raise $200,000 by October 31, 2003, and the only way
to do this is for you to step up to the plate and make a financial
commitment toward the purchase. As of November 1st, we have
secured $90,000. But we have a long way to go, and we need all
riders to join together and donate to this cause. The alternative
is not acceptable—losing some of the best riding in New England.
NEMBA is working closely with The Trustees of Reservations, the
Town of Milford, and the Massachusetts Office of Environmental
Affairs.
We are committed to raising the funds required
to buy the Liner Trust Parcel and place it
under permanent conservation easement,
guaranteeing that mountain bikers will ride
these trails forever. This purchase is part of a
broader strategy with other groups to protect
hundreds and hundreds of acres in the Upper
Charles River area. Cyclists from around the
region need to climb on board this campaign
and help make this historic purchase.
Now is the time to act. In November, NEMBA
purchased an “option” to buy this land. This
commits us to finalizing the purchase or losing
our investment. Your help is absolutely necessary and is needed now.
Dig as deep as you can! Save ‘Nam and
have a place to call your own, to ride forever!

Donate today
to protect the
trails for
tomorrow!
6
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Rte. 85

Thousands of bikers ride Vietnam each year,
coming from all over the eastern seaboard to experience
the technical challenges that these trails offer.

You can make a real
difference. Help
NEMBA buy this land!
Power lines

Rte. 495
These 47 acres of open space are prime for trails. With many glacial erratics, rock
gardens and flowing topography, it’s a perfect candidate for the creation of a topnotch trail system for both technical and cross-country riders. Numerous trails
already exist, and the area has great potential for more. Help us make this happen!

Send Donations to:

NEMBA’s Land Preservation Fund
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
All donations are 100% tax-deductible
Double your gift! Many corporations match employee donations.
Donate online: www.nemba.org Donate by phone: 800-57-NEMBA

Land Access Raffle Winners
Announced at NEMBAFest
This year's raffle brought in $3800 for NEMBA's Trail Grant
Program, and we have some lucky winners of this year's raffle.
Paul
Flaxman
of
Hopkinton, MA, won his
choice of a Specialized FSR
or Enduro mountain bike.
Paul Peaslee, son of the
trail-care-trailer-toting dad
of the same name, won the
AdventureBus trip in
Moab, and George Comeau
of Cheshire, CT, won the
RockShox Psylo suspension fork. Lucky guys!
However, we're all winners because we now have refilled the coffers of our grants program so we can give
away the dough to build more cool trails
for biking! We thank Specialized Bicycles,
AdventureBus and RockShox for making
this year's raffle successful.

GB NEMBA Builds Five
Boardwalks at Great Brook Farm
It was the longest but most
productive workday yet at
Great Brook. Twenty-nine
volunteers built a total of
220' of boardwalk in five sections, clearing the way for an
additional 3-mile loop in the
park. Nearly $2,500 worth of
ACQ lumber was furnished
through a MA Recreational
Trails Program Grant, and
Greater Boston NEMBA made
full use of its new Trail Care
Trailer. The new generator
electrified the new circular
saw and recharged batteries
for the new cordless circular
saw. The router engraved
"NEMBA" into each of the
boardwalks, and the Husquavarna chainsaw cleared the
site with the help of numerous pulaskis, McLeods and
other implements of trail
building torture.
After breaking for lunch and a
ride, ten of the volunteers
stuck it out past darkfall to
complete the last boardwalk.
Luckily everything
went smoothly after
we dismantled the
park's gate after
being locked in the
park at night with
our vehicles and
stopped by the
Carlisle constabulary
forces for not hooking up the running
lights of the trailer. It
was a great finale to
a great year of trail
care, and much fun
was had by all!
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TREADLINES

NEMBA Trail Grants Awarded

Keyes Loop at Great Brook Farm

The fall round of NEMBA Trail Grants has awarded cash grants to
three recipients. Gary Graham will be undertaking a couple of bridge
projects in Wrentham State Forest in Massachusetts using new
environmentally sound lumber (ACQ).
White Mountains NEMBA will be purchasing a brush-cutter to fulfill their stewardship agreement on trails in the White
Mountain National Forest, and Seacoast
NEMBA will be constructing a 120' boardwalk in the Henderson Swasey Town Forest
in Exeter, NH. All three projects will better Need Wood? Apply for a
NEMBA Grant!
multi-use trails systems that are popular
for cycling.

Those of you who were at NEMBAfest were the first to ride the
newly named Keyes Loop. Everybody knows Philip Keyes as
NEMBA's executive director but few also realize that he fills a role
as a volunteer just like the rest of us. Philip has adopted Great
Brook Farm and has
become the main point
of contact for us at this
park.

Please consider applying for the spring round of NEMBA Trail
Grants. The application is very easy and can be downloaded at
www.nemba.org. Grants are available to all land managers, nonprofits and NEMBA members. The next application due date is
March 1st.

Online Forums Rage
Who would have thunk it. People at work spending hours chatting
and bantering about bikes, posting cool mtb pictures and spreading
good cheer. Yes, the forums are a popular place to be when not on
the bike, and they're a great place to get info, have a laugh and show
off one's keen sense of nit and wit. If you haven't joined in the fun,
check them out at www.nemba.org. Give in to the dark side, you
don't know what you're missing!

NEMBA has been working over the years to
put in new singletrack
and has transformed
this park from a mellow
double track ride to a
challenging adventure.
Philip was very instrumental in the creation
of trails such as Deer
Run, Stone Row, the
Acorn Loop and now
I guess you don’t need to retire to get a trail
the Keyes Loop. The
named after you!
Keyes Loop is a short ½
mile section of trail that
is very twisty and narrow. This trail has a big appeal to mountain
bikers because of the challenging nature of its design and to hikers
because as it winds it's way through the woods it reveals some
wonderful glacial erratic formations. —Tom Grimble

Want a really great beer?
Available
in bottles
and draft in
MA and VT!
2001
USBTA National Champion • ESB
1998
World Beer Cup Bronze Medal • Brown Ale
1997
GABF Silver Medal • Brown Ale
1996
WBC Silver Medal • Brown Ale
1995
GABF Gold Medal • Brown Ale
Honorable Mention • Robust Porter
1994
GABF Bronze Medal • Golden Ale
2002
World Beer Cup Silver medal • Brown ale
2002
USBTA Regional Champion, Winter
• Brown ale, Stout, Imperial Stout

Visit our Pub! 4pm to 2am, Monday - Thursday
2pm to 2am, Friday - Sunday

McNeill’s Brewery
90 Elliot Street • Brattleboro VT • 802-254-2553
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NEMBAFest 2002

HAPPENINGS

Finale of the Pedro’s-Harpoon MTB Adventure Series

(Lee Hollenbeck)

It’s going to be tough to outdo this year’s NEMBAfest. A thousand riders, tons of bike stuff to covet and buy, great riding,
music and food—the perfect celebration of NEMBA’s past as well as the making of NEMBA’s future

O

n October 20th NEMBA celebrated its
15th birthday in style. A thousand
riders came out to the one-day festival to enjoy a bit of Indian Summer, kick back
to some great music and wheel and dealboth in the huge vendor area and on the trail.
The celebration also marked a bit of new
NEMBA history-raising $40,000 to initiate

the purchase of 47 acres of Vietnam. The
event allowed NEMBA to sign a purchase and
sale option to buy the Liner Trust Land, a
parcel that is one of the cornerstones of
Milford's fabled riding area. As of midNovember, the legal documents have been
signed, and now all of us need to turn this
option to buy into a reality!

There was no shortage of bike paraphernalia and lots of great
deals could be had

This will be the first time that any mountain
bike group has stepped up to the plate to
preserve land by buying and owning trails
that we can genuinely call our own.
Greater Boston NEMBA hosted the event
with help from NEMBA's executive director
and the day was flawless. Dozens of privaContinued on page 10

Mitch Steinberg and Karen Drew welcome the thousands of dollars of donations aimed at buying mountain bikers’ first piece of real estate
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Joe Sloane gives some power-assist to the next freeride generation. Yeee haaaaaw!

teers hawked second hand bike stuff, while
dozens of bike shops set up shop to offer
great deals on new product and to demo their
2003 bikes. Everyone seemed motivated to
get in on the action!
On the trail, hundreds enjoyed the marked
loops and led rides through Great Brook Farm
State Park, and even the younger kids
grooved on the technical kids rodeo, graciously organized by Joe Sloane—some wearing full faced helmets!
The Chasers got the crowd going, and Two

Ton Shoe blew them over the top, playing a
couple of rocking sets of upbeat funk/rock.
The band seemed psyched to watch riders
use their beat-up van as a launching pad, and
Kevin Brody and friends staged a pumped up
Trials Show for hundreds of onlookers.
From the length of the line at the Redbones
BBQ feedzone, people worked up a pretty
good appetite, and being the cool guys that
they are, Redbones donated all the food and
proceeds of the day to the Land Preservation
Fund—totally $4000. The owner, Robert
Gregory, and his wife donated an additional

There’s something about bikers that gives them a propensity to collect bike stuff, and there’s nothing better than other people’s stuff

10
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Redbones BBQ, of Somerville MA, made sure that the grub was good. People
agreed and ate all there was, and the company donated the proceeds to the Fund.

$2,000 to the cause.
The fundraising was fast and furious, in part
due to an anonymous $10,000 challenge
grant that was matched dollar for dollar at
the event. One individual pledged $5,000
and it wasn't uncommon for people to
donate a few hundred to help preserve Nam.
Each time a donation of $100 or more was
made, a cowbell was rung…. and it seemed
to ring all day!
We thank everyone who came and donated—if you haven't yet, please do!—and we

Two Tons Shoe’s kicking tunes gained them a bunch of new fans.
The band really came through to support fest

Ted Wojcik trials guy, Kevin Brody, knows how to pump up the fans
with his leaps of faith and impeccable balance. Check out his website for lots of cool pics: www.kevinbrody.com. (Lee Hollenbeck)

It doesn’t get better that this—go for a hard ride, have Carol Pino
get you back in shape, and go for another ride!

also thank the many volunteers who put in lots of time organizing and
staging this world-class event. Special thanks to Ranger Ray Faucher of
Great Brook Farm SP and to the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Management, and lastly, we thank Harpoon Brewery,
Pedro's USA, MetroSports and Mountain Bike Magazine for sponsoring
the Mountain Bike Adventure Series, and we are already looking forward to next year!

Love Beer, Love Life... and mountain biking. Harpoon’s Jaime Shier and Jeff
LaFleur have been the backbone to the whole series.
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TREADLINES

South Central NH NEMBA’s Poker Ride
On Sunday October 13th, the SCNH
chapter of NEMBA with the support
from EFTA, held a poker ride at
Lamson Farm in Mont Vernon, NH to
raise funds for trail maintenance and
construction and to support the
Lamson Farm Commission. Lamson
Farm is a 350 acre farm that was
donated to the town of Mont Vernon
by the Lamson Family for multi use.
The farm was in the Lamson family
since about 1800 and is currently
registered in the National Registry of
Historic Places. SCNH NEMBA has
been assisting the Lamson Farm
Commission in maintaining the trails
for several years.
Despite a few showers, there was a
very enthusiastic response to the event. The fall colors were incredible and the trails at Lamson offered a combination of great single
track, challenging climbs, and some exciting down hill. During the
poker ride, participants traveled over most of the trails at Lamson
Farm, stopping at seven stations to pick up a total of seven playing
cards to form their poker hands. Thanks to the generous donations
from sponsors, many participants walked away with great prizes. The
prize for the best poker hand went to Fred Ries from Mont Vernon,
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who won a hydration system from EMS and a $68 cash prize. Bob
Fleury from Milford had the second best poker hand and walked away
with a camelback mule from Naults Cyclery of Nashua. The proud
owner of the worst poker hand, Todd Mathews of Peterborough,
received a $50 gift certificate from Souhegan Cyclery.
Lots of other prizes were donated by some great local companies:
Always Therapeutic, Souhegan Cycleworks, Walmart, Goodale's Bike
Shop, Georgio's Italian Eatery and the Peabody Mill Environmental
Center. We thank the Lamson Farm Commission for allowing us to
use their beautiful trails, and all the many volunteers who made the
event possible. See everyone next year!! —Susan DeCloedt

F E AT U R E

Something Wintery This Way Comes
by Karl Rosengarth, Dirt Rag

Lead shadows smashed office
windows as a dim orange sun
exhaled a final breath of frozen
copper pennies. Dozing granite
telephones shivered silently
against the cold. Today there
were no calls to cancel afternoon
appointments, no offers to round
up the gang and head out on the
bikes. Those were the messages
of summer evenings past.
Five o'clock strikes. Minute hands point to heaven, sending mole people scurrying. Their feet make the sound of dried leafs blowing across
a frozen river. Urged by thoughts of microwaved meals, TV shows,
lovemaking, alcohol or nothing in particular, the mole people steer
frigid metal boxes toward luke-warm nests.

jersey stashed in my
waterpack was my
backup plan—just in
case it cooled off or I
had to stop and deal
with a mechanical.
Winter is manageable, but don't take
her lightly.
I debated pulling my
tights over the
polypro bottoms, or
ditching the polypro
and just wearing
tights, or layering up
with some windpants. All were
viable
options,
depending on my
(Mike Rowell)
mood and the temperature. For routes
involving a lot of road sections, I preferred layering with wind pants.
My favorites were a pair of Patagonia Gore-Tex, with a cycling specific cut. They breathed amazingly well and never snagged on the sadContinued on page 14

My urge was for "her" (names are not important). We met recently
and shared an electricity generated by discovery, surprise and unpredictability. Car-less by choice, I could not resist pedaling to her this
night, despite the winter weather. I was no mole, damn it!
Digging through my winter closet, I became a squirrel scratching for
acorns, a bear excavating his den—an animal instinctively reacting to
changing seasons. It had been 12 months since the earth last tipped
on its side, cutting my daily dose of solar radiation to a subsistence
ration. But, with experience to guide me, my plan for surviving-make
that enjoying-a long hard winter of mountain biking was taking
shape.
Layering, yes, that was the key. Already sporting the mid-weight
polypro tops and bottoms that would wick my perspiration and keep
me dry, I stuffed chilly dogs into warm wool socks. Nothing like wool
to keep the dogs happy. I chewed the last bite of a Clif Bar (gotta keep
the engine stoked), as I considered my next move. For rain or frigid
cold, Gore-Tex would be the obvious choice-shell, pants and boots (or
socks). This night promised dryness, so I continued rummaging until
I found my Versatech shell-light weight, wind resistant and ready to
deflect a random splash or light drizzle. No need for a fleece vest or
jacket-it wouldn't get that cold tonight. Plus, I had my beloved ear
and neck gaiters, small scraps of fabric that made a big difference
between suffering and enjoying the ride. It was all coming back to me.
I silently recited my mantra: "If you're warm in the parking lot before
the ride, you're overdressed." One thing for sure about winter mountain biking—once you were cranking, the problem was dumpingrather than retaining-body heat. A knowing grin performed a snappy
"jig and reel" across my face as I recalled my good friend Al's favorite
saying: "You can ride naked in the woods and stay warm." Yes, I
thought, sweat too much during the ride and no fabric will be able to
keep you dry—you'll end up wet, cold and miserable. An extra riding
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dle like my generic nylon ones, which had their niche-stuffed into a
waterpack as just-in-case backups. Finally decisive, I shed the polypro
bottoms and slipped a pair of lightly-lined Pearl Izumi tights over my
riding shorts. Heading to the garage, clipping my helmet strap and
sinking my hands deep into Thinsulate gloves—I was ready. Unlike
the mole people, I would not hide from winter. Astride my mountain
bike, I'd meet it head on.
Pedaling, finally. As I stroked through suburban streets, headlamp
burning and taillight strobing hypnotically, I felt warm waves of surreal memories crash on the beach called my mind. Memories of
mountain bikers in the most unlikely settings, doing the most unlikely things. New Year's day, six years ago: 24 mountain bikers on the
annual Ride and Spew crunched through fresh snow to the spot
where the ride leader had stashed the champagne and stale Christmas
cookies. Toasts witnessed by bare trees, thirsts quenched by bubbly
swill, a festive impromptu party-complete with cheesy plastic champagne glasses. If the mole people could have seen us then, I wonder
what thoughts would have fluttered across their small minds before
melting-snowflakes falling into an open fire.
A dump truck driver staking a solid claim to his piece of the narrow
street flipped my toggle switch labeled reality. Spiked with adrenaline,
my heart rate whirred as rhythmic cadence propelled me ever nearer
to my love-the motivation behind my motivation. Instinctively, I
glanced at my watch, though I knew she'd be waiting for me. How
warm it would feel to embrace her. I wished all my friends could be
here with me-experiencing the warmth of this moment. So many of
them had turned into moles—hiding from the winter instead of pedaling head-long into its splendor. What happened to them?

14
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I blamed television. A one-eyed monster, expert at the bait and
switch, promising intellectual nourishment, but delivering sugar coated sugar-always leaving the marks hungry for more. More quarter
pounders and light beer. I cursed spinning classes-stronger legs-but
what about the mind? The most important muscle for slogging
through icy muck holes or carrying forty pounds of bike, mud and
snow up a greasy death march lies between the ears. Riding in a gym,
the brain says, makes perfect sense in nasty weather—as it throws in
the towel and Mother Nature pumps a fist in the air while performing her victory dance.
Winter can be brutal. But this is mountain biking—not to be mistaken with living room biking, day at the beach biking, I don't want to
ride because it's windy biking or see ya later it's getting dark biking.
Preparation mitigates suffering. The rewards are moments of splendor—tires glued to fresh snow, wailing the trail faster than possible
on dirt, pedaling your ass off with a big stupid grin on your face. Hey
boy, better wipe off that drool before it freezes to your lips.
Turning my two-wheeled dream machine into the woods, I felt totally relaxed. Movements flowed like molten metal. Time was molasses
left on the porch overnight. Love was close at hand, in the air and
poised to conquer all. I could sense her presence, just over the next
ridge. Up, over, then stop—savor the moment. There she was. The
most beautiful piece of singletrack I had ever seen, and the night was
ours.
Reprinted with permission from Dirt Rag magazine, Issue #69,
www.dirtragmag.com.

F E AT U R E

Interbike 2002

A

l o t
h a s
been
written
about
the
location of
mountain
b i k i n g
Mecca. Some
would say it
L-R: Tom Grimble, Bill Boles, Claire Grimble, Odin Adolphson, is in Moab
Philip Keyes and Joe Levine swilling free beer at the circus
other would
that is Interbike
say Fruita or
B r i t i s h
Columbia but for techno-weenies there is only one true Mecca,
Interbike. Let's face it; there are people who think the Performance
catalog is a magazine. These people know everything about every part
ever built, how much it costs, how much it weighs. Interbike is the
place these people dream about.
Held annually at the Sands Convention Center in Las Vegas, Interbike
is a four day industry trade show where manufactures from all parts
of the bicycle industry display their products to retailers. This show
is not intended for the average consumer it is in fact serious business.
It is very costly for a company to display and costly for retailers to
attend but it is also where all the deals get made. NEMBA was present this year with five representatives to try and drum up support for
New England advocacy. Bill Boles, Joe Levine, Philip Keyes, Claire
Grimble and myself spent our time circulating and meeting with company representatives. Our goal was to increase our advertising base
for Singletracks and let people know who NEMBA is and what we are
doing. This turned out to be more work than any of us expected but
we had a good time and hopefully advanced the NEMBA name
beyond the borders of New England.

by Tom Grimble
One of the busiest booths at Demo Days was Santa Cruz. There was
a two hour wait to get on either a Blur or a Superlight. This was surprising to me since there were not major revisions to either of these
bikes for 2003. What is new from Santa Cruz is the reemergence of
the Heckler which will be positioned between the superlight and the
Bullit. Unlike the old Heckler the new frame is not a carbon copy of
the superlight but instead will get 5" of travel. The new VT1 from
Giant started the show as a sleeper but the buzz got around quickly
and before you knew it they had a long waiting list also. The new
Manitou shock and frame geometry seem to combine is such a way
that pedaling efficiency and effective travel are well balanced.
Shimano had a couple of demo bikes available with the new XTR
components. What can you say about this stuff? It looks great; it performs well but cost some serious coin. The new shifting configuration
is a little suspect but I would bet people will get used to it. My only
real concern is that a moderate crash that damages the shifter/brake
pods could set you back over $300 and the pods are rather large and
exposed. The crank seems like a great design as does the splined rotor
connection. XTR in general is becoming even more proprietary making it harder to mix parts. You can mix the brakes with XT disks but
the XTR Disk will only fit on an XTR Hub and an XTR crank will only
fit on an XTR bottom bracket.
Since I was lucky enough to attend the show with my stoker, I took
the opportunity to test out the Ellsworth Witness which is a full sus-

On Dirt Demo
The first day of Interbike
is Demo Day. Hosted in
an old mining town
called Blue Diamond,
approximately
150
venders set up tents to
form a bike compound
complete with security
guard to keep anybody
out who didn't belong.
Adjacent to this display
area were marked trails
and road courses available for riding. Demo day
is essentially a loosely
organized free for all. I
started the day with a plan of sorts. I had a mental list of what bikes
I wanted to ride and an idea of what order I wanted to ride them in.
This plan quickly deteriorated as the effects of supply and demand
became evident. When I realized that there were a lot more people
than there were bikes, I proceeded with plan B. Find any bike that fits
and ride it! In many ways this was a better plan. I rode some bikes
that I would not have even considered otherwise and had a lot of fun
doing it.
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pension tandem. The full suspension was a hit for both riders and
the bike handled well. The stoker's cockpit was longer than most
tandems which made it more stable on long fire road descents but
a little unstable in the tight turns
and real rough stuff.

It’s a Really Big Shoe
If I had to describe Interbike in
one word it would have to be
overwhelming. Over 750 venders
competed for your attention with
everything from flashy displays to
free beer. The show was dominatGiant’s VT-1 could be the bike of the ed by mountain bikes and their
year with Manitou’s new SPV anti-bob
related components but there
shock
were plenty of road bikes, cruisers, BMX and lowriders to make
the show complete. With venders from Airborne to Zefel the trade
show floor was a virtual whose who of bike products including some
innovative new products. Some of the more interesting included a
saddle that is made of a perimeter frame and a mesh hammock like
surface that conforms more comfortably than Gel and also reduces
vibrations. USE has a single legged, anti-dive fork that uses linkage
at the bottom of the fork to counteract brake dive. One of the most
unique forks at the show was presented by a New England company
called Nth Degree. The tubes that make up the fork are oval instead

of round making the fork very stiff without any weight gain. This will
be a company to keep your eyes on.

Fifteen Minutes of Fame
One of the festivities
that adorned the event
was the 2002 Mountain
Bike Hall of Fame induction ceremony. Now I
have never attended a
hall of fame induction
ceremony of any kind
before but I can't help
but think there is a little
more pomp and circumstance in Cooperstown
than there was in Las
Vegas. The event was a
room full of mountain 2002 Hall of Famers: L-R, Michael Kelly, Brian
bikers drinking beer, Skinner, Elaine Tierney, Maurice Tierney, Laird
swapping stories and
Knight and Jacob Heilborn
roasting the inductees.
Our own Philip Keyes was among the presenters for the evening sharing the podium with Ned Overend and Don Cook. The inductees
included Brian Skinner, Michael Kelly, Mike Kloser, Elaine Tierney,
Maurice Tierney, Laird Knight and Jacob Heilborn. The Mountain Bike
Hall of Fame is located in Crested Butte, Colorado. Laird won the
dubious prize for his 24 Hours of Acceptance Speech!
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Demo Days Coming to a
Rocky Mountain Dealer Near You!
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F E AT U R E

Go Away!
Great Mountain Bike Get-Aways for Spring
by Krisztina Holly

(Tom Grimble)

By March the whole winter thing can get a bit
old, and many people turn to a tropical vacation to
cheer their spirits. But who said you have to just
sit on a beach the whole time? By planning your
spring venture over the winter, you’ll get a jumpstart to your mountain bike season. SingleTracks
has compiled some of the top destinations for
your riding pleasure this spring.

Moab, Utah
No article on mountain biking destinations is complete without the
classic: Moab. So let's get this one out of the way! With its amazing
red rock scenery and unique terrain, this mountain biker's Mecca is a
place you can't miss.
Riding
Lots of climbing and descending on technical, ledgy jeep roads. Plenty
of big exposure. The slickrock is unique to one area of Moab and is
like riding on Mars.
What else you'll get
Spectacular views. Drive through town and nearly every car has a bike
rack and a high end rig on it. Don't be surprised to find yourself face
to face with some Jeeps on the trail.
Weather
80s in the day, 50s at night. Mostly dry, but be prepared for some
short storm systems.
Finding your way around
Trails are all around the outskirts of town. Don't worry, this place is

geared for the mountain bike tourist! Any of the bike shops on Main
Street will get you hooked up with a guidebook and map.
Can't miss
Slickrock trail - for the quintessential Moab experience. Porcupine
Rim - the hard core ride up the long dirt road from town. From the top
of the road, it's 45 minutes of technical climbing, met by postcards
views, and then a relentlessly fun downhill. An epic 30 miles.
Getting there
Fly into Salt Lake City (4 hour drive) or Grand Junction, CO (2 hour
drive)
Special equipment
Camera. Lots of water and sports drink. This is the desert - don't be
caught unprepared!
Local knowledge
For food: Eddy McStiffs on Main Street is a great brew pub. Try the
Blueberry Wheat. Peacetree has the best wraps and smoothies. Camp
under the stars at Slickrock and ride to the trailhead. Combine your
trip with several days in Fruita, only a couple hours away.

Fruita, Colorado
Moab's nearby sister Fruita, Colorado, still doesn't get the attention
it deserves - which is just fine for those of us who are in on the
secret! Less crowded than Moab, it's totally different experience that
some claim is much better. But we're not picking favorites!
Riding
Lots of narrow, rolling singletrack on packed sandy soil - built by
mountain bikers, for mountain bikers. Mostly smooth, but there are
some technical trails, too. Unique, twisty canyon rim trails with some
Continued on page 18
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stop in at Over The Edge Sports (http://www.otesports.com) and
they'll hook you up with a map for a couple bucks and some really
helpful tips. If you have more than a day or two, pick up the Fruita Fat
Tire Guide for $10.
Can't miss
If you like exposure, try riding the knife edge on Zippity-Doo-Daa in
the Bookcliffs area - but not when it's windy! All the loop trails
(Rustler's Loop, Steve's Loop, Mary's Loop) around the Kokopelli area
are fun and mostly easy, but don't miss Horsethief Canyon loop for
amazing views from the rim of the Colorado River. The Moore Fun

(bill Boles)

exposure (riding along the edge of cliffs!) You could ride your brains
out on singletrack for 3-4 days.
What else you'll get
A sleepy farming town with one local bike shop that takes responsible riding very seriously!
Weather
In April it's in the 60s during the day, but cold at night. Usually dry,
but be prepared for the passing storm. Fruita mud can be unrideable,
so check with the bike shop for weather-dependent trail recommendations.
Finding your way around
There are two main networks of trails: the Mary's Loop / Kokopelli
area right off of I-70 just west of town, and the Bookcliffs trail system in the hills north of town. First thing when you get into town,

(Tom Grimble)

Trail is highly recommended if you like it technical. Mack Ridge has
some fun exposure and rewards the climb with a really fun downhill.

Injured?
Don’t get taken for a ride.
Call the experienced lawyers who
understand the cyclist’s point of view.

Auto Collisions
Product Defects
Dog Attacks

Breakstone, White-Lief & Gluck, P.C.
Boston, MA
800-379-1244
www.bwglaw.com
lawfirm@bwglaw.com
Proud sponsors of
NEMBA
Northeast Bicycle Club
Charles River Wheelmen
Advocates for Cyclists Throughout New England
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North Shore, British Columbia
Canada doesn't first
come to mind when you
think spring vacation.
But even though it's not
hot, it's a great place to
ride and it's a great time
of year to do it.

(Candace Shadley)

Riding
Entertaining! Lots of
challenging trail features like ladder bridges,
log rides, rock faces, and
roots. Beginners can
find trails to ride, but
the North Shore is nirvana for expert riders.
What else you'll get
An intense mountain
bike scene, with tons of
local riders pumped to get back on the trails after mud season. Whole
families in body armor.
Weather
Wet - but dry compared to winter. 10-15 degrees Celsius (the 50s for
you non-metric types!)
Finding your way around
The two mountains north of town - Mt. Fromme and Seymour - are
legal, and each has lots of trails. Seymour has a road to the top,
meaning more downhillers. Get a map from a local shop, like John
Henry Bike and Board at base of Second Narrows bridge (604-9865534, www.johnhenrybikes.com), the Cove Bike Shop in Deep Cove,
and Steve's Cycles in North Van.
Can't miss
On Seymour, people usually first try Ned's Atomic Dustbin, because
it has lots of choices and it's good for testing your skill. Boogeyman,
on the other hand, is a challenging ladder fest. On Fromme, try Griffin
for a short warmup, followed by the moderate Pipeline. Ladies Only
is a wicked-fun, rollercoaster ladder ride. Unless you like 6" wide ladder bridges 10 feet above the ground, Walk in the Clouds is not recommended.
Getting there
There are direct flights to Vancouver, Canada. Stay in North Van.
Special equipment
Definitely bring rain gear. It's also a good to wear armor, a full face helmet, long fingered gloves, and rugged clothing you don't mind crashing on - hey, there's a functional reason for those baggy overshorts
besides pure fashion!

Local knowledge
Try Lazy Bay Café in Deep Cove for lunch, where locals hang out
between runs. Stop by the shops to gawk at the characters of the
North Shore scene. If you're really energetic, tie it in with a ski trip to
world-class Whistler a couple hours away.

Sedona, Arizona
If your energy field is a bit out of whack (or even if it's not), Sedona
should be next on your list. You can get lots of riding in, see a
numerologist, and visit a vortex or
two all within the same vacation!
Riding
Lots of singletrack on a combination of slickrock and hard-packed
sand. Some rides are just rolling
and some can be hilly. It is the
desert, so there are a lot of open
vistas and cactus.
What else you'll get
Resorts and vortexes. "Sedona
attracts a big new-age crowd and
there are a lot of seriously weird
people there," describes Reenie
Greene, Greater Boston NEMBA
member. For more vortex information, check out www.sedonavortexconnection.com.

(Tom Greene)

Getting there
Grand Junction, CO is only 30 minutes away, but Salt Lake City (4
hour drive) is usually cheaper. Stay at the Super 8 in Fruita, or take
your pick of accommodations in Grand Junction.
Special equipment
A full hydration pack and then some, with plenty of food. You'll be out
in the desert for hours.
Local knowledge
Late April is the Fruita Fat Tire Festival. For food, you may want to
venture 30 minutes East to Grand Junction, CO. Check out the
"Rockslide Brewery" and enjoy the neat outdoor art sculptures all
along Main Street. Take a couple extra hours to detour by car through
the Colorado National Monument between Fruita and Grand Junction
—it's spectacular.

Continued on page 20

It's not enough
for a bike to be
a work of art.
At Seven,
we create art
that works.

web: www.sevencycles.com

•

email: info@sevencycles.com

telephone: 617.923.7774
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Weather
Warm - low 80s during the day and 50s at night. Check ahead in case
of drought conditions, because the trails can get unrideable.
Finding your way around
The trails are not too far from town. Check in with a shop like
Absolute Bikes for one of many maps and guides. Try Mountain Biking
Arizona Guide, by Cosmic Ray, for a very entertaining and informative
book.
Can't miss
Submarine Rock / Chicken Point is a must-do. Cathedral Rock and
Secret Trails are also excellent. All these are close to town and listed
in the guidebooks. They're also good trails for post-winter lungs and
legs - not too many long climbs, and always some excellent view to
use as an excuse to catch your breath.
Getting there
Fly into Phoenix - it's a 2 ½ hour drive if you don't get caught in vacation traffic.
Special equipment
Bring your crystals and other new age accoutrements. Sunscreen, a
large capacity hydration pack, extra water bottles, a guidebook, and
extra tubes (the thorns from cacti are nasty) are essential.
Local knowledge
Don't go Memorial Day weekend; people from Phoenix head to Sedona
in droves and the traffic is bumper-to-bumper. The Coffee Pot restaurant has an awesome breakfast, and Ravenwood Coffee Shop has
great cappuccinos and opens at 6AM. It's worth the 45 minute drive
south to the restored mining town of Jerome for a sunset dinner on
the deck at the Haunted Hamburger. There's also great riding in
Flagstaff, only an hour away; however, it's higher altitude and only
rideable later in the season.
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Utah Desert Backcountry
If you truly want to get lost in the middle of nowhere, away from
ringing phones and traffic jams, the sunny Utah desert is the place to
do it. And what better way than to take a fully supported - some may
say almost luxurious - trip from a tour company?

(Jonathan Shefftz)

Riding
The trails are mostly double track, but there can be lots of really technical spots - drop offs and ledges - depending on the ride.
What else you'll get
Amazing views, yummy food, and good company, surrounded by millions of acres of public land (Grand County is 96% public).
Continued on page 22
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Weather
80s in the day, 50s at night, mostly dry with some short storm systems.
Finding your way around
There is no civilization for hundreds of miles and there's no water out
there. The best way to do it safely and have fun is take a tour with an
outfitter. Two highly recommended outfits are Western Spirit Cycles
(www.westernspirit.com) and Escape the City Streets
(www.escapeadventures.com).
Can't miss
White Rim - the terrain is incredible. "It's like a trip back in time
through 65 million years," says Ashley Korenblatt, owner of Western
Spirit Cycles. "You can see the layers of the earth the way they were
laid down." If you have 5-6 days, The Maze is a must-do, with double track riding and some cool technical spots. It's one of the most
remote places in the continental US. Grand Staircase is a great 5-6
day intro to mountain biking, with mellow dirt roads through incredibly beautiful scenery.
Getting there
Most tours start from Moab. Fly into Salt Lake City (4 hour drive) or
Grand Junction, CO (2 hours).
Special equipment
Bring a deep respect for the backcountry, you're really out there on
your own. A rain coat and pants are critical. "In case a storm does
come through, you can't just run into a 7-11!" warns Ashley.
Local knowledge
There are trips that you need to train for, and trips you can do right
off the couch. Pick the right trip. Tell the outfitter what you're looking for.
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Sonoran Desert, Arizona
Visit the Sonoran Desert in the spring and you'll be met with a desert
alive with flowers. It's great early season singletrack that's clear when
other trails are snowy, and it's easy to get to.
Riding
Rolling, technical singletrack, but not a lot of climbing, so it's a good
season opener. But don't fall over, because everything is really prickly.
What else you'll get
Giant Saguaro and Ocotillo cactuses in bloom.
Weather
Can be quite warm: 80-90 in the daytime, 40-50s at night. But
beware of drought conditions, because some of the trails can become
unrideable.
Finding your way around
The whole area between Tucson and the Mexican border contains lots
of trails. But the open space is disappearing almost daily to development, so the trick is to keep up with what's not under construction.
There are about 20 shops in town. Try Full Cycle (520-327-3232) on
Speedway, or consider booking a tour and staying in the backcountry
to avoid the daily traffic in the city.
Can't miss
The two main areas are Tucson Mountain Park and Catalina State
Park. Try the 50-Year Trail, a really fun singletrack through the
Saguaro.
Getting there
Fly right into Tucson, or you can consider Phoenix 100 miles away.

Special equipment
Extra tubes and tweezers. The cacti are a serious deal down there.
Local knowledge
Don't miss the good Mexican restaurants.

Asheville, North Carolina
Many people don't realize it, but in the heart of the Blue Ridge
Mountains exists a mountain biker's heaven, waiting to be discovered
by us Western-gazing Yanks.
Riding
There are a wide variety of trails for all abilities, from slickrock, to
rolling singletrack, to lung-busting climbs. Many of the trails are wet,
rocky, rooty, and technical.
What else you'll get
A few weeks' worth of great riding is all within driving distance of a
hip college town with a decent-sized airport. In late spring, you can
ride through tunnels of blooming Rhododendrons.
Weather
Wait until April to avoid a chance of snow. The cool temps in the 5060s are ideal for riding. Not the desert, but it's warmer than home!
Finding your way around
This is a visitor's dream; all the trails are clearly marked and the maps
of the area are excellent and indicate level of difficulty and mileage.
There are three main riding areas: Pisgah National Forest, with 4-7
solid days of riding; Tsali, the most famous, for two days; and DuPont
Forest, the site of the IMBA epic in 2001, for a day or two. All of the
trailheads are within 1 ½ hours of Asheville. The nearby town of
Brevard puts you right in the middle. There are plenty of shops; the

(IMBA)

biggest and easiest to find is Liberty Bicycles on Hendersonville Road
near the airport. There are two shops in Brevard. You can also check
out www.mtbikewnc.com.
Can't miss
Tsali is the most popular area for visitors, with a great campground
and two 20+ mile loops of rolling singletrack along a lake. Each trail
is closed alternate days to share with horses, so stay two days to
enjoy it all. For slickrock, ride the Cedar Rock and Big Rock trails in
DuPont. In Pisgah, don't miss the Davidson River and Turkey Pen areas
for challenging riding. Laurel Mountain is a stiff climb virtually to the
Blue Ridge Parkway along the ridgeline followed by a "ridiculously fun
Continued on page 24
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descent." For maximum rhododendron action, do the Spencer Gap.
Getting there
You can fly directly into Asheville, NC. Atlanta is a 3.5 hour drive
from Brevard. Stay in Asheville (a happening town), Brevard (30 miles
closer, but pretty dead), or camp at Tsali and at North Mills in Pisgah.
Special equipment
Bring rain gear, in case! Trails are often wet, but not usually muddy.
You might want a water filter, because parts of Pisgah are very remote.
Local knowledge
Enjoy the galleries, bookstores, and ethnic restaurants of Asheville.
For food, try Salsa's for Caribbean or Laughing Seed, a brewpub with
vegetarian food.
Liberty Bikes rents out a house called "Trails End" in Bent Creek Forest.
The Bent Creek Lodge (www.bbonline.com/nc/bentcreek or 877-2316574) is also recommended.

Santa Barbara, California
As a long weekend tacked onto a business trip to LA, or as a destination in its own right, "Santa Barbara is about as perfect as it gets,"
claims Penny Davidson, two-time national downhill champion who
grew up in So Cal.
Riding
Trails are generally steep and exposed. If you make a mistake, it would
be a bad thing - but generally it's not super technical. No roots, few
rocks, and not too many trees. Most rides go up a fire road, and down
singletrack.
What else you'll get

A quintessential So Cal
beach town. Beautiful
people on beautiful bikes.
Extra bonus: spring is
wildflower season.
Weather
February and March are
the rainiest, but the rest
of the year it's a constant
70-ish
degrees
and
sunny, with cool nights.
Finding
your
way
around
The "front country" trails
are right outside town
along the southern face
of the Santa Ynez
Mountains. The backcountry trails are about a
(Penny Davidson)
45-minute drive over San
Marcos Pass. The Forest
Service has pretty good maps. Or you can try the better bike shops
downtown: Velo Pro, Bicycle Bob's, and Hazards. For great general
trails information, go to: www.sb-outdoors.org
Can't miss
The Santa Cruz Trail is a classic - you ride up a 13 mile, 3,000 foot
fire road climb, and enjoy 7 miles of downhill singletrack. Cold Springs
is also recommended for downhilling. Romero Canyon is a fun, flat
singletrack.
Getting there
Fly into Santa Barbara airport. You can also fly into LA, but even
though it's only 100 miles, it can take anywhere from 2-6 hours.
Special equipment
Full suspension is nice. Bring a light windbreaker for mornings. Don't
forget your beachwear and sunscreen.
Local knowledge
In the rare case that it's muddy, don't even try to ride. "Everyone has
one story about carrying a 500 pound mud-coated bike," explains
Cielo Velo Bicycle Club president Chuck Anderson, "…but only once."
Learn how to identify poison oak, especially in moist areas. There are
lots of good restaurants, especially along State Street in downtown.
For carbo-loading, try Palazzio. Buy half an order and you'll take 2
days of leftovers home. For accommodations, try the Chamber:
www.sbchamber.org. Wine tasting in nearby Santa Ynez Valley is a
must-do.

Dominican Republic
For those of you with a bit more exotic tastes, a trip to the West
Indies may be just the ticket.
Riding
There is a large variety of terrain, from technical singletrack to easy,
family-friendly trails. You'll see little mountain villages off the beaten
track, beautiful hidden waterfalls, beaches, and mountains.
What else you'll get
"Where else can you ride through the countryside, hop over a fence,
and ride through somebody's garden and the lady of the house still
offers you a 'cafecito' with a huge smile?" Laughs Janina, the manager
at Iguana Mama, a local tour operator. "Or almost smash into a mule,
laden with wood and two kids on top, crossing your path!"
Weather
Warm and tropical, but not as hot and humid as in summer. Up in the
mountains it is cooler, and once in a while (mostly in the evening)
they have rain showers.
24
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Getting there
The airport is Puerto Plata and is a 20-minute taxi
drive from Cabarete.
Special equipment
You can rent bikes from Iguana Mama, but you should
bring your own camelback, helmet, clipless pedals,
and shoes.
Local knowledge
Cabarete is a hopping town. Try typical Dominican
food at Mercedes or El Tigre. Have dinner at the Blue
Moon Inn, a very special place up in the mountains
behind Cabarete. Indian food is served on banana
leaves, which you eat while laying on cushions. If you
come early, you can see an amazing sunset. Try some
other activities like cascading or horseback riding.

(Iguana Mama)

Finding your way around
The trails are somewhat hard to find, so plan to visit Iguana Mama for
info (www.iguanamama.com). Some of the trails require a guide, but
others they will cheerfully explain to you and you can explore on your
own.
Can't miss
The trails of the National Park El Choco in the Cabarete area.

Thanks to the following people for their invaluable
input: Candace Shadley, Offroad Technical Director for
Cycling BC; Audrey Augustin Huffman, former world
cup mountain biker racer; Penny Davidson, two-time
national downhill champ; Greater Boston members
Reenie Greene, Brian Nash, Mark Garti, Jonathan
Shefftz, and Andrea Newman; Greater Boston chapter
president Tom Grimble; Chuck Anderson, director of Santa Barbara
Mountain Bike Trail Volunteers and president of Cielo Velo Bicycle
Club; Tom Hertenstein, tour guide and webmaster of realtrails.com;
Ashley Korenblatt, owner of Western Spirit Cycles, and her colleague
Jane; Jeff Dannies, from Waitsfield Vermont; Julie White, North
Carolina IMBA rep; and Janina from Iguana Mama.
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S I D E T RAC K S

Dancing Lessons
by Jeff Cutler

I

recently met a stripper named Ginger in New Orleans. How I came
to be talking to a stripper is irrelevant, but the topic of our conversation made me realize something about myself and about most
of the other dedicated mountain bikers I've met.
The conversation went SOMETHING like this. Parts have been omitted or adjusted, as this is a family publication. I've also signed a nondisclosure agreement with the city of New Orleans and a certain
bachelor party organizer to change the names.
Jeff: Are you from around here?
Ginger: No, I'm from Tampa.
Jeff: You moved here from Tampa?
Ginger: No, I still live in Tampa, I just come here from Thursday
through Sunday.
Jeff: That's a commute.
Ginger: Yeah, but I've got two kids and my husband back in Florida.
Jeff: Then this job must be worth it. Do you really enjoy it?
Ginger: It's just a job, but New Orleans pretty much guarantees a
steady income where other places, especially near home, can be up
and down. By the way, that'll be $40.
Just like a biker who has found just the "right" spot to ride, Ginger has
found the "right" spot to spend her free time. From our conversation,

she dances for both fitness and recreation and I gather that she's a
stay-at-home mom the rest of the week.
This isn't a commentary on Ginger's way of life or recreation, it's a
note about how far people—and bikers in particular—will travel to do
something we enjoy.
Each winter it gets cold. Sometimes we have snow and ice, other
years it's just raw and inhospitable. To many—myself included—it's
unthinkable to put the bike away for five months and spend buckets
of cash on lift tickets (yeah, they cost about the same as Ginger). So,
instead of finding something else to do, we find someplace else to do
it.
I travel to Otis repeatedly from December through March. It's one
hour and seven minutes from door to door, allowing time to stop for
donuts. Other riders share my craving for a dry, bearable winter riding locale and they make the trek from Lynn, Newburyport, Hudson,
Watertown and even Portland, ME.
It's not a regular journey for most of the group, but for five years
many of the same faces show up for a nice romp through the woods
and a cheap post-ride burrito.
For other riding friends, a yearly excursion to Moab, Durango or
Continued on page 30

Get Ready for Winter!
Power Bars, Water bottles,
Socks, Gloves, Tool Kits,
Pumps, Gift Certificates.
120 Hamilton St.
Leominster MA 01453

978-534-BIKE
(2453)

120 Hamilton St., Leominster MA
From the east: Rte. 2W to Rte. 13N. Take a left after the Railroad bridge, the shop is a
1/4 mile on the right. From the west, take 2E to Rte.12S (exit 31A), and take a left at the
light. Gear Works is 1/2 mile on the right.
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CHAPTER NEWS

Blackstone

Reservations properties where mountain bikers
are truly welcome to ride and help maintain the
trails. We all owe Andy a great deal of thanks!
Blackstone Valley is actively seeking a new park
coordinator to keep this positive momentum
going. If you ride at Noanet and would like to
help out, please let us know!

President: Anne Shepard, 508-624-7185
estel@attbi.com
Treasurer: Mitch Steinberg
Secretary: Jeff Gallo
VP Callahan: Mark Lamkin
VP Vietnam: Joe Bolandrina
VP Upton/Douglas: Mitch Steinberg
VP Whitehall/Hopkinton: David Freed
VP Noanet Woodlands: Andy
Thompson
VP Hodges Village: Rich Kordell
Email List: blackstone@nemba.org
Web: www.bvnemba.org.

Our autumn trail care projects helped us enhance
our relationships with other trail stewards. In
September, Rich Kordell coordinated BV NEMBA
volunteers at The Army Corps of Engineers
Public Lands Day at Hodges Village Dam in
Oxford. We re-blazed & cleared trails and
installed permanent signposts. Afterwards we
had lunch with about a hundred other volunteers, young & old, it was really cool to see kids
of all ages get stoked on trail care! Rich rounded
out the afternoon's fun with a spin on some
wicked local trails. In October a dozen NEMBA
members joined forces with the Sudbury Valley
Trustees project leaders Dan Stimson and Bill
Fadden at Callahan State Park. Our stalwart
volunteers scavenged and hauled huge rocks out
of the woods. (Who ever thought it would be so
hard to find rocks around here?) We used the
ancient technique of turnpiking, embedding the
rocks to raise and harden the trail tread on a perpetually boggy section of the Red Tail Trail. This
gave us a good opportunity to practice what we
learned from the IMBA Trail Care Crew this
spring. I'll check back on it this winter to see how
well it's holding up. Thanks to everyone for working so hard on this challenging task! This was our
first joint project with the SVT, some of their
members are less "open minded" about mountain
bikes. Dan and Bill were pleased with the results
and we hope that this will lead to future cooperative opportunities. As I write this, our final proj-

Valley

I'm sad to report that Andy Thompson will be
stepping down from our board as park coordinator for Noanet. Andy was one of the founding
members of our chapter and has contributed
tremendous time and effort to NEMBA projects
over the years. A few years back, mountain bikers were in danger of losing access to these pastoral trails in Dover. Andy worked hard to turn
that around and formed a stellar relationship
with the park supervisor, Jeff Montgomery.
Thanks to this, Noanet is one of few Trustees of

Connecticut

President: John Turchi, turch@cox.net or
860-653-5038
Vice-President: Alex Sokolow,
asokolow@snet.net, 203-281-0789
Secretary: Nancy Martin
Treasurer: Mike Gnazzo
Directors: Paul Bassett, Paula Burton,
Howie Kargman, Matt Mueller, Don
Myers
Patrol Coordinator: Brian Smith, bnemba@attbi.com
Ambassador Coordinator: Alex Sokolow
Email List: ctnemba@nemba.org
CT Web: www.ctnemba.org

Mianus River Park - Update. The City of

Stamford and the National Park Service / River &
Trails Program have announced that the city's
petition to engage NPS/R&T in 2003 has been
accepted. CTNEMBA has pledged support of this
project that will establish a forum in facilitated
sessions to flush concerns (i.e. access, high traffic volumes, and degrading resources) and develop a project plan to assist in allaying these
issues. In the meantime, CTNEMBA has offered
to meet with the city this year and see what
might be undertaken now in advance of the 2003
facilitated discussions. We have not received a

ect at Douglas is coming this weekend. We're
looking forward to working with Cary
VandenAkker again.
Our Third Annual Triple Basin Blast funride
was the best yet! Once again Dave Freed, Jeff
Gallo and I led three groups of riders through the
rocks and drops of Vietnam, swooped down the
powerlines, up and around Peppercorn Hill, visited the rolling hills and twisty singletracks of
Upton before finishing up on the rooty paths
overlooking Whitehall Reservoir. With about 6-8
suitably matched riders in each group, we all
made good progress. Jeff's group rode over 25
miles, my group did 16, and for Dave's group
Whitehall was only the halfway mark, they doubled back to Vietnam and finished up with over
30 miles for the day. Afterwards we gathered for
some cool brews and a well-earned meal at the
American Athletic Club. Thanks to the generous
contributions of these riders, we raised over
$400 for the Land Preservation Fund. Maybe by
next year's ride, we'll be close to owning a chunk
of these trails forever! I'm sure there will be plenty of news in this issue about NEMBAFest, and
the amazing progress we're making with the Land
Preservation Fund. I'll simply offer a heartfelt
Thank You to Claire & Tom Grimble, Philip, and
all the volunteers who have worked so hard to
make this event a fantastic success!
We've had a terrific season this year. I'd like to
thank all the members who volunteered in our
trail care projects and showed their support at
our rides and events. We've made a lot of new
friends on the trails! I hope the holiday season
brings you all peace & joy as we look forward to
another great year with Blackstone Valley
NEMBA. —Anne Shepard

reply to this offer as yet.
The Fall Fiesta has enjoyed another successful
edition. It was held late this year on Sunday,

November 3rd, at West Rock State Park in
Hamden. We had very nice but seasonable
weather in the mid-40's, less than a week behind
foliage peek, and there was no need for bala-

clavas, lobster mitts, or booties. A group of 18
tackled Paul's Wildly Excellent Adventure ride
(heard vague ramblings about leg cramping).
Everyone who started completed this ride and
word was that this route was an absolute blast.
Hat's off to Paul Wetmore for his efforts. Positive
strokes were also received from the rest of the
rides that were laid out as self-guided, marked
routes. We believe that we did a good job showcasing the cycling opportunities that exist at
West Rock. So what happened at the conclusion
of the rides? Howie 'the grill guy' Kargman with
the assistance of Michael Scotto and Michael
Gnazzo worked the magic of LP gas and turned
out a hearty fare for all. Plenty of food would be
an understatement (the local soup kitchens did
well by us.). Meanwhile Tim Finn, bouncy trials
guy extraordinaire with the help of Alex Sokolow
produced a batch of stunt boxes to play on while
the chow-down proceeded. Then Mr. Belvedere
(aka. Big Game from NEMBA forums fame?) led a
Continued on page 28
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that he gives it another whirl and raises the bar
for a repeat next year. And finally, a token mention of the gang who helped as volunteers to
make this years Fall Fiesta a success. Thank you:
Paula Burton, Michael Scotto, Truman Breault,
Howie Kargman, Mike Gnazzo, Bruce Agli, Alex
Sokolow, Barry Burke, Charlie Beristain, Nancy
Martin, Paul Wetmore,

CTNEMBA's Annual Meeting - In con-

crew to his hill climb challenge. Trial guy, Tim,
made short change of this event. But brimming
with pride, Mr. B. himself made a quality second
place showing and avoided dishpan hands (in
other words no one made him make good on his
pledge to wash bikes if defeated.). Other
shenanigans for the day included a log hopping
series (sponsored by Benidorm Bikes & Boards of
Canton), a bunny hop bar (North Haven Bike), a
teeter totter (Wallingford Bicycle), wheelies
(Pedal Power of Middletown), and the like kept
our crowd active throughout the afternoon.
Many thanks to all of these shops for the generous shwag awarded at these mini-events. And
not to be forgotten, Dewser rules! Mike Dews
picked up where Nancy Martin and myself have
managed past Fall Fiesta's. He proved that he can
take little, mix in a whole bunch of desire and
creativity, and produce a quality event. I vote

Greater Boston
President: Tom Grimble, 617-776-1363
tgrimble@alum.syracuse.edu,
Vice-President: Joe Levine
Secretary: Daniel Alarco
Treasurer: Claire Grimble
Patrol Director: Art Paradice,
paradice1@mindspring.com
Email: eastma@nemba.org
Email List: mtb-boston@nemba.org
Website: www.gbnemba.org
Meetings: Check website for monthly
meeting schedule
Election Report We held our annual chapter
elections on November 4th at the Seven Cycles
factory in Watertown. Our President, VicePresident, and Secretary have all been reelected.
Claire Grimble was elected to the position of
Treasurer. Joe Levine was elected to serve as our
nonvoting alternate on the regional Board of
Directors. The Patrol recently held their annual
elections. They elected Art Paradice to serve as
their Patrol Director. Congratulations to all of our
newly elected officers and many thanks to our
outgoing officers who have made tremendous
contributions to NEMBA.
Patrol News T he Greater Boston Patrol has
been busy this season. We have welcomed 6 new
Patrollers through mentoring and a clinic held in
June. They are Kim Simonds, David Juhola, Jim
Frost, Tina Gagnon, Scott Carrier, and Bryan
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junction with the Fall Fiesta, CTNEMBA staged a
brief chapter membership meeting to specifically
elect and ratify the chapter's board of directors
for the coming year. The elected board comprises: Paul Bassett (Quaker Hill/New London), Paula
Burton (Sandy Hook/Newtown), Mike Dews
(Watertown), Michael Gnazzo (Columbia),
Howie Kargman (West Hartford), Nancy Martin
(Hamden), Don Myers (West Hartford), Matt
Mueller (Torrington), Dave Singleton (Noank),
Alex Sokolow (Killingworth), and John Turchi
(Granby). Welcome new inductees, Mike Dew
and Dave Singleton.
We have concluded CTNEMBA's 2002 fundraiser.
We managed to raise an even $1000. These moneys will be used to purchase additional trail tools
and assist in the chapter's broadening of our
capabilities across the state. Here's the rundown
of the winners: Grandprize - Cannondale F2000
bike (donated by Cannondale Corp.) - Bruce Agli;
a Rolf wheelset (donated by Wayfarer bike of
Groton) - Ralf Seibt; a Night Rider light (donated
by Valley bicycle of Granby) - Mark Waiksnoris; a
pair of Michelin tires (donated by Rock'nRoad

Rydingsward. Another clinic is scheduled for
November 16th with 8 candidates already signed
up. Patrollers logged many hours on routine
patrol at our three parks, the Middlesex Fells,
Lynn Woods and Great Brook Farm. We also provided coverage at 5 NEMBA fun rides, including
NEMBAfest and the MDC Mountain Bike Day.
Planning is currently underway for our spring
clinic to be held on April 26, 2003. Anyone interested in becoming a Patroller should contact Art
Paradice at paradice1@mindspring.com .

Lexington Trails Update Over
the course of 3 warm Saturdays in
September, mountain bikers from the
Greater Boston chapter converged in
Lexington to help construct approximately 370 feet of bridges and
boardwalks on conservation land.
These projects are part of an ongoing
effort by the Lexington Bicycle
Advisory Committee to encourage
more students to walk or ride bikes
to the nearby Harrington and
Diamond schools by providing yearround sustainable neighborhood
trails. The many recreational users of
these conservation areas also benefit
from these improvements, which fix
wetland crossings that have been
problematic for many years. Of the
46 participating volunteers, which
included boy scouts, high school
students, dog walkers, and ordinary citizens, 8
were NEMBA members from as far away as
Dartmouth, MA, and most didn't even know
these trails existed. Bicycle Advisory Committee
member Mike Tabaczynski used the experience
he gained at NEMBA trail school and trail maintenance days to lead the design, planning, and
state grant application efforts required to execute this project. NEMBA even supplied many of

Cycles of Niantic) - Don Myers; and a Giro helmet (donated by North Haven Bike) - Gene
Flannigan. Of course, our hearty thanks to all
who supported this fundraiser.

IMBA's Access Report Card - Have you

ever seen or heard about this annual report? Ever
wonder how the Connecticut MTB scene ends up
ranking as a 'C+' (fyi, it's likely to be here again
for this years report card)? I imagine that it's not
based fully on a comprehensive survey of MTB
enthusiasts nor even active MTB access advocates in our state. So while we might be prone to
take issue with the report and our relative rating,
I want to suggest a different response. We know
that we have some pretty great trails throughout
the state. And yes, we all (at least should) understand the position of both the CFPA and state
DEP relative to access to the Blue-blazed trail
system (Don't know? I suggest that you investigate or ask.). So how about using the published
report card and showing it off to the various land
management agencies and letting them know
that it serves as an indication that we are falling
short on a responsibility to engage and promote
an active recreational trail user community. Just a
thought.
As always, we'd like to hear from you. Got a
question or concern? An idea to help the chapter
or our goals to further develop? Feel free to tap
on my shoulder or that of any chapter officer at
anytime. Everyone is needed to make a difference. Turch

the tools used during construction, which were
from the brand new Greater Boston trailer. Like
last fall's Lexington trail project, this was a successful effort where again we showed the locals
that mountain bikers are ready to work hard for
the communities in which they live and play.

Lynn Woods Update Think you've seen an
Elf? If you're riding in Lynn Woods watch out for
the Elves… The Elfun Society, a global organization of General Electric employees, has been very
busy taking care of the
Lynn Woods. General
Electric
is
Lynn's
largest employer. You
may see them, you
may not. Elves are
hard to see, and they
really don't want to be
seen. But what a work
force they provide. On
September 4th 90 GE
Elves stormed on the
Lynn Woods to help
rebuild the Ranger
Station, install new
picnic tables at the
Pennybrook
picnic
area, remove a couple
of old rusted cars and
most importantly to
work on Bow Ridge.
Lead by NEMBA's
Steven Fuchs and Michael Salerno, the elves
spent a whole afternoon working on trails in the
Bow Ridge Area. There have been other sightings
of Elves in the park too. Keep on the lookout for
Bright Yellow Shirts with a Green Tree…. If you
see them… you have seen an Elf. Thanks GE for
supplying the Volunteers and over $25,000 to
help maintain the park. —Joe Levine

Maine
President: Don Theriault,
dtheriault@energyatlantic.com
Vice-President: Brian Condon, bcondon@huflake.com, 207-377-6953
Secretary: Scott Arndt
Treasurer: Brian Condon
Email List: mtb-maine@nemba.org
News from Maine NEMBA
Maine now has two NEMBA chapters, one focusing on Mt. Agamenticus, and the other dealing
with issues from the remainder of the state. Maine
NEMBA has gotten off to a good start with a trailbuilding session, in concert with the Kennebec
Land Trust and the Maine Conservation Corps
on October 12-13, at Mt. Pisgah. Mt. Pisgah, in
Winthrop, Maine, is a steep, rocky, wooded mountain, which has been used as a fire lookout for the
Dexter Pond and Androscoggin Lake areas. The fire
tower is still standing, is in good shape, and offers
an incredible view of the area from the top, or middle, if you so choose. The new trail winds its way
to the top through the wooded area to the north of
the fire-tower road, offering quite an intense work-

Merrimack
VAlley

President: Norman Blanchette, 978-9570800, nblanchette@attbi.net
Vice-President: Mark Bialas, 978-4521590, rush7@attbi.net
Treasurer: Hugh Folsom, (978) 244-0633

What's New?
Join
our
new
email
list,
mtbmerrimack@nemba.org. Go to www.nemba.org
and click on "Email Lists" to subscribe!
By the time you read this, work will already be
underway on several new trails in the Dracut State
Forest. Maybe some of you have already got your
hands dirty. We've been talking about redirecting
the trail near the gate at Totman Road for a while
now because of the new construction. Well the
cooler fall weather is here and this is a good time
to move on it. I have had several members ask to
be kept in the loop for trail work and some of you
have already been notified. I will be contacting
others. Feel free to drop a call or email me if you
want to get involved.

New Trails Underway
We have received permission to proceed with a
totally new trail that will access parts of the forest
that have been previously untouched by the rubber
of your knobbies. This project has lots of potential

out through tight, sometimes rocky, single track.
Further trail opportunities exist in concert with the
Kennebec Land Trust, both in new locations, and
fixing up older trails. The total area around the
mountain is over 1000 acres of conserved land,
and other landowners may be interested in getting
involved with fixing up old trails, and perhaps
building new ones.
Maine NEMBA will also be involved in numerous
trail building projects in the State of Maine, including the site of the 2004 World Bi-Athalon
Championships, being held at the Maine Winter
Sports complex on Quoggy Joe Mountain, in
Presque Isle, Maine. Under the watchful and detail
oriented eye of local NEMBA member Thomas
Chasse, trail-building has now begun to pick up
its pace, after a slow start earlier in the summer.
Numerous connectors between cross-country ski
trails are being built and maintained by local bikers
in concert with the owners of the site, Maine
Winter Sports Center, a non-profit corporation.
Also, a heart-pounding, steep single track trail,
with numerous, necessary switchbacks, has now
been built up, and over the peak of the mountain.
Tom's focus appears to be tight, winding single
track that pays careful attention to water-drainage,
erosion control, and longevity.
"To waste a resource as limitless as MWS would be
a shame," said local member Ryan Umphrey. "Tom's
a tireless worker who's usually up, working on trail
by 5:00 a.m. each day before work, and having him

and when completed, will be the best "cross country" singletrack in the forest. Am I going out on a
limb with that statement? Well, I'll leave that for
you to decide. I would like to see this trail completed before we turn it loose to the masses. If
people get in there before it's completed, they may
make their own shortcuts and upset the delicate
balance between having a new trail and still preserving the integrity of the forest. So for now, it's
location will remain a secret. Maybe we'll have a
big coming out party and have a contest to name
the trail.
Also there is a program underway, to create a new
map of the Lowell Dracut Tyngsboro State Forest
trail system. A local citizen is allegedly going
through the forest with a GPS system. I say
allegedly because I have never met him. I have only
been contacted through e mails. I have offered to
help but have been held off at arms length from
this project. I want to make sure that all the trails
get recorded. I will stay on top of this. I would like
to see a first class map come out of this project.

Night Rides Anyone?
Some have asked about night rides in Dracut. I like
that idea myself and would like to see one night a
week set aside to do just that. I will e mail members and ask for a consensus on which night works
better for them. I'm thinking a Tuesday or
Thursday. This will be a good excuse to ask Santa
for a decent set of light for Christmas. My single
beam system leaves much to be desired. Right now
most of my Saturday mornings will be set aside for
trail work through November. That leaves Sunday
mornings and a possible week night for getting out
to ride.

in contact with the owners helps us be sure that
we are riding where they want us to."
Maine Winter Sports (MWS), and other new, local
trails, have given the Northern Maine NEMBA
members a reason to dust off the rakes, help build
new trail, and get involved with local landowners.
The potential for MWS is huge, as the landowner
is quite excited about multi-seasonal use of the
mountain. Furthermore, with the Bi-Athalon
Championships right around the corner, more,
well-designed trails, will be useful for cross-country skiing. Northern Maine itself, with its thousands and thousands of acres of wooded landmass, could become a mountain biking vacation
destination, with enough hard work by local
mountain bikers.
"Since Tom has begun work at building trail at
Maine Winter Sports, the area is shaping up as one
of the region's best biking venues," said member
Dwayne Conley. "The landowners, Maine Winter
Sports Center, have been incredible in their relationship with Tom and the local biking community."
Membership in Maine NEMBA is scheduled to
grow rapidly, as local mountain bike communities
ramp up projects, and see the value in getting
organized as a group with common goals. —Brian
Condon

own e mail link on the NEMBA web site. Go to
NEMBA's home page, click on "digital NEMBA", and
subscribe to the link for Merrimack Valley. I'm hoping that will be up and running by the time you
read this. Also check out "online forums" at
NEMBA's web site. Scroll down to trail care events.
I will start posting trail work at this link as well as
sending out personal e mails. There is also a link
for posting rides as they come up.

Forest Watch
On a side note, talking to State employees, there is
a fear that budget cuts will cut back personnel who
maintain the forest. Now its no secret that the
maintenance of the forest has always taken a back
seat to other high visibility projects like the Lowell
Historical Park. My fear is that with even less
maintenance and visibility the forest may start to
resemble what we saw three to four years ago.
There are other groups, friends of the forest, like
us, that does not want to see that happen. It will
be up to people like us to stay vigilant and maintain a steady presence in the forest. Working with
local neighborhood organizations I'm sure we can
continue to gain the upper hand and keep the forest open for legitimate use. —Norman Blanchette

Going Digital
It's hard to put together a ride schedule at this
time of the year so we are looking into having our
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A special thanks goes out to the Dan
Streeter, Joe Dizzazo, Ron Coporon,
Frank Lane, and Kirk Goldsworthy for
their perseverance marking the routes in
cold driving rain the Saturday before the
ride. Many thanks go out to the 20 volunteers who helped make the event a
success. Thanks also to the state
Department
of
Environmental
Management and the Harold Parker staff.
—Jessica Slate

North Shore

President: Hunt Durey, 978-921-1062,
huntdurey@attbi.com
Vice-President: Vacant
Treasurer: Ron Corporon
Secretary: Jessica Slate
Email List: northshore@nemba.org

The Wicked Ride of the East at Harold Parker State
Forest has become a Halloween tradition on the
North Shore. The October 27th ride was a huge
success with almost 200 riders enjoying the trails
and great weather.
In the spirit of Halloween, some costumes and
treats were found at the ride. Some volunteers
from the Mountain Bike Patrol wore memorable

Pioneer
Valley

President: John Dudek, 413-772-0496,
shaysmba@juno.com
Vice-President: Rich LaBombard, 413527-7427, blr00@localnet.co
Treasurer: George Willard
Web: http://pvnemba.tripod.com/pvnemba.htm
DAR: The new trail at the D.A.R. in Goshen has

not only been approved, but has been built! We
got approval for the trail in late summer and in
September we held two work days to clear and rake
the trail. It all happened so quickly that we didn't
have time to advertise the work day - still, we had
a dedicated crew of about eight people come out
and help. The trail is 1 ¼ miles long and starts just
below the Fire Tower Road off of Moore Hill Road
(which is the paved road through the park). It ends
at the Dubuque Pond Loop down by West Road

By the time you read this, NSNEMBA
hopefully has a fine new set of chapter
officers. We had a lot of fun this past
season and I'm sure next year our new
cadre of officers will continue our core
purpose of having fun on, and giving
A fearless Wicked Rider navigates one of the tougher Harold back to, the north shore trails that we
love. I enjoyed serving as chapter presiParker rock sections
dent this past year and look forward to
helping out with chapter activities in the
costumes while out in the woods. After the ride, future. Spring is only a few cold months away! —
many riders enjoyed hot apple cider, apples, and Hunt Durey
candy treats.

(on the west side of the park). The trail has a little
bit of everything and is definitely more downhill
from Moore Hill Road. Hopefully you are one of
those who came to the meeting on Nov. 17th and
got to ride the new trail.
Next year perhaps we can put some effort into getting the trails named and marked. Few of the trails
at the D.A.R. are marked, and both riders and hikers would benefit from more signage and map
improvements.

Mt. Tom: On November 2nd some members of

the Hampshire College Outdoor Program and PV
NEMBA joined forces to complete a trail project on
Mt. Nonotuck in the Mt. Tom Reservation. Ten
people showed up in frigid temperatures and
worked to install seven water bars on the MM Trail.
The trail was eroding badly and the water bars
should help the situation for years to come. Coffee
provided by Shelburne Coffee Roasters was greatly
appreciated by all.
The sale of the Mt. Tom Ski Area property finally
went through in late summer. The property is now
owned by DEM, the Division of Fisheries &
Wildlife, the Trustees of the Reservation and the
Holyoke Boys and Girls Club. Use of the property

Dancing Lessons...
continued from page 26

Sedona is written in Sharpie Marker on the calendar. It's a trip as
guaranteed as the changing tides and it occurs with a core group
plus others each fall.
In fact, as riders we're often more dedicated to continuing our avocation than common sense might permit.
A group of riders I spend a lot of time with during the racing season
just went on a trip to Moab. Out of the dozen or so people in the
group, I know that about 25% of them are out of work. This isn't a
deterrent; it's a bonus. They can ride unfettered for as long and hard
as they want without being encumbered by a job. The only issue was
getting to Moab with their bikes.
Common sense—hardly. Dedication—definitely.
30
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is being discussed between the groups. The trail
proposed by PV NEMBA is located in DEM and
Trustees property. It's hard to say what will happen
with our proposal - stay tuned!
The good news is that it looks very likely that
mountain biking on Mt. Tom Reservation will be
permitted on a limited basis (on certain trails
agreed upon by DEM and the Mt. Tom Advisory
Committee). Representatives of PV NEMBA continue to attend the monthly meetings of the
Advisory Committee and we are pleased with the
dialogue that has developed. I know people ride
there anyway, but if it becomes legitimate then
maybe we can utilize our resources to improve the
trail system.
Finally, it sure is great to have so many new members on board, we just want to welcome everyone.
With all the new riders out there we're hoping for
some project ideas. If you have any thoughts,
please contact any chapter officer. We're also looking for people who are willing to lead rides in the
area - our chapter seems to be absent in the rides
section and we hope to improve on that next year.
—Rich LaBombard

Continuity of recreation, regular friends and amazing adventures…
that's pretty much what I signed up for when I started riding the
trails.
You too can stay in the saddle for new experiences over the winter
—just check out the places open for winter riding at NEMBA.org,
join an e-mail list and recruit some new riding partners, or look at
the back of this issue for rides in the upcoming weeks and months.
Driving two hours to hurl myself over rocks and between trees may
not appeal to the strippers of this world. But flying from Tampa to
New Orleans each weekend to stand on a little aluminum table and
flaunt my body for strangers isn't my cup of tea.
Maybe next year…I've got some riding to do before my legs are as
defined as Ginger's.

Rhode Island
President: Jim Grimley, 401-782-0162,
rinemba@aol.com
Vice-President: Jim Christensen
Treasurer: Sara Grimely
Secretary: Tina Hopkins
Email List: mtb-RI@nemba.org
Web:
http://members.aol.com/rinemba99/rine
mba.htm
RI Patrol: Tom Hogan, 860-376-3250
http://www.geocities.com/mtbikepatrol
Arcadia was the place to be for Rhode Island
Mountain Bikers on September 22, 2002. As
always Jim Grimley did a great job picking and
arrowing a fun ride loop for our annual

meeting/ride. Patrollers Jon Wellington and Jeff
Gott were kind enough to spend the day at our
water stop making sure all riders were safe and
had plenty to drink. (Thanks guys!) Sara Grimley,
Tina Hopkins and Bill Rogers worked at the registration table signing up 10 new members and taking in 7 renewals! David Berwitz was out taking
pictures for our web site surprising a few riders in
the process and Randy Williams was kind enough
to take the arrows down. And of course there was
plenty of food and drink for all RI-NEMBA members to enjoy after the ride. Thanks to everyone
who showed and enjoyed the day with us.
At the fun ride we had many riders fill out a survey/volunteer sheet about what they would like to
do to help RI-NEMBA. From that survey we had
many people sign up to attend meetings, lead
rides, and to help out with trail maintenance days
the one complaint was that we don't have enough
rides. Hopefully we'll start seeing many of these
people out there helping to improve our chapter
especially by leading rides and attending trail
maintenance days. Many new RI-NEMBA rides
have already been posted on our email list and
David Berwitz has done a great job listing these

rides on the RI-NEMBA web site's calendar.
Hopefully this trend will continue and that we will
see many new faces at our next meeting on the
second Tuesday on January 14, 2003 at 7 at Ski
Market in Warwick. This will be a big planning
meeting for the 2003 year so join us.
We also heard a rumor that there might be a New
Year's Day Fun Ride. Keep an eye on the email list
and web site for more info on this topic.
Also a huge thanks to Leo, John, Mike M., Art, Jim,
Bill, Randy, Tina, Patrick, Sam and Mike S.- if you
were there you know what the thanks is for and if
you weren't there all you have to know is that
these people are "grate". Thanks Guys!
One more reminder: Hunting is allowed every day
in RI, even on Sunday's so orange must be worn
every time you ride. Some chain stores sell cheap
vests for $1.00, if you want to help out buy a few
and keep them in your car and when you see
someone who isn't wearing one give it too them
courtesy of RI-NEMBA. Keep riding. Thanks, Tina
Hopkins

Seacoast

President: Len Earnshaw,
learnshaw@attbi.com, 603-895-6633
Vice-President: Jonathan Melzar,
melzar@attbi.com
Secretary: Jason Record,
jrecord@attbi.com
Treasurer: David Heath
Email List: seacoast@nemba.org
Web: www.snemba.org

Richard and Mary doing some clearing

strong show of support for the race that benefited
the Longview school. We have proposed a new
single-track at the park and are hoping for state
John and Peter benchcut

trail and hope to get permission to start work next
year. And of course the re-route at HendersonSwasey listed above.

Chain Gang
I can't wait to hear the news on who will win the
frame and fork from Rocky Mountain Bicycle who
sponsored this years NH Trail Care Series. All participants in the NH Trail Care work days will have
their name tossed into a hat for a chance to win.
Keep your fingers crossed, you may be the lucky
winner!

Kibby and Mark benchcut the new trail

The Big Ring
It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words,
and hopefully these photos of our recent re-route
at Henderson-Swasey Town Forest (AKA Fort
Rock) in Exeter will bring a thousand great rides,
especially to all those that helped make this year
a success for our chapter!

Frame Work
Our Fall Trail Care season wrapped up with some
brushing at Northwood Meadows State Park on
the new trial we put in last year and an old trail in
the park that was forgotten and we are working to
reclaim. Pawtuckaway State Park received some
much needed brushing, trail defining and also a

Even if you don't win that's ok, with all the great
work our chapter did this year, there are more and
better trails to ride so everyone wins!

Happy Trails
Jason and Kevin move heavy stuff

approval so we can add this sweet new section
next year. Stay tuned, this will be the largest project our chapter has undertaken and we will need
everyone to come out and help. Yes, that means
you! Bear Brook required some downed trees to be
cleared and we also are proposing a reroute at the
park for a washed out section of poorly positioned

By the time this issue is published and in your
hands there will be ten feet of snow on the ground
and we will be cross country skiing for miles, with
fresh powder every night. I can only hope!
Have a great holiday season, see you in the spring!
—Len Earnshaw
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South-Central
New Hampshire

President: Jean Rubin, jmwr2@juno.com
Vice-President: Mark Polomski
mtbskiguy@mediaone.net
Secretary: Debbie DeGroot
dddegroot@prodigy.net
Treasurer: Susan DeCloedt,
schoedt@jlc.net
Web: http://scnh-nemba.intranets.com/
We had a pretty good year!
This years trail work started in Nashua with the
Yudicky Earth Day Clean Up in April. June was the
highlight of the year with the bridge building project in Hazeltine, Amherst, for National Trails Day.
July saw trail work in Mine Falls Park in Nashua for
NH Trails Day. No SC NH trail work was scheduled
for August, but a couple of chapter members went
up north to help out the White Mountains Chapter
with one of their projects. And we ended the chapter projects in September with a bit of brush cutting on the back trail in Yudicky.
A few chapter members also made the extra effort
to help with trail work sponsored by other local
organizations, the Mine Falls Park Advisory
Committee and the Hollis Trails Committee.
This year also saw our first official Fun Ride, the
Lamson Farm Poker Ride! Even though it rained
pretty much the entire time, everyone agreed it
was a great success. It is definitely something we
are going to do again next year. (But with out the
rain. We hope.)
There were also some bike clinics this year.
Justin Rigoli, from Nault's Cyclery in Nashua, put
on a great "soup-to-nuts" bike maintenance clinic
in February. And in June, Bob Hall, owner of
Souhegan Cycleworks in Milford, showed us the
finer points of adjusting your derailleur. Beth
Woodbury put together a great little basic mtbing
skills clinic at Hazeltine in October.

Rides. (We can't forget about those!) This year
you could chose from 5 regularly scheduled rides
each week. Sunday Morning Worship &
Wednesday evening with Ron Marcoux. On
Tuesday evenings, you could decide between
Biking With Bob (Hall) or Riding With Walter
(Masgul). And on Thursdays, there was the Girls
Love Dirt ride.
Last year we had a lot more weekend rides, but for
some reason this year scheduled weekend rides
just did not work out. Those always were a lot of

fun, we'll have to make a point to do more next
year.
So, in total, chapter members put in over 500 volunteer hours this year. Doing everything from
attending chapter meetings, to helping plan trail
days; from making flyers for the fun ride, to speaking to the local conservation committees, to
shouldering tools and going out into the woods to
keep the trails open for all bikers to enjoy.
I would like to thank each and everyone who contributed to those 500 hours. You are a great bunch
of people!

Next Year
One of the main things the Chapter will be focusing on next year will be constructing new trails.
In Merrimack, Tom Vaillancourt, along with George
Borrelli, have been working on a plan for new trails
in the Grater Rd area. They have been working with
the Merrimack Conservation Committee over the
summer to map and mark the boundaries of the
land. The plan is to have a couple of trails laid out
and Ok-ed by the spring for summer construction.
In Nashua, permission was given to cut a section
of trail to make a loop out of a dead end trail in
Mine Falls Park. There will also be a new section of
trail cut in the south side of Yudicky to connect
Ridge Rd and Old Ridge Rd. This particular project
is a Parks Dept. thing but they have asked us to
help lay the trail out. It will be primarily a bike
path, but walkers will be using it too.
We also plan to cut some single track in the far
north end of Yudicky to extend the Development
Trail around the development and hook it up with
the trail that runs by the beaver dam area. That
way there will be a nice loop and you won't have
to ride through the construction to get back on the
trails. The city has plans to eventually put a whole
series of sports fields, recreational facilities and
walking trails in that back section of Yudicky, and I
think it would be a good idea for us to have established bike trails in that area.

Mine Falls Park
MFP in Nashua is a very popular place to ride.
There are two issues concerning the park.
The first is the Mine Falls Park Advisory Committee
(MFPAC). That is the volunteer group that looks
after the Mine Falls. The city Parks Dept has let the
MFPAC make most of the decisions concerning the
park. SC NH has established a good rapport with
the original members of MFPAC, but now membership is changing and the head of the group is stepping down. They have put an ad in the paper asking for volunteers to fill the empty seats. It would
be really great if there were some members of the
mountain biking community on the committee. Is
there anyone out there who lives in Nashua who
would be willing to fill any of those seats? It is

important because of issue number two…..
Mountain biking is wearing out it's welcome in
Mine Falls. Again.
Biking was almost banned a few years ago by the
old Parks Dept. director because of the complaints
and cutting of unauthorized trails. The MFPAC
would like to keep the trails open to everybody but
there is a real problem with the cutting of illegal
trails and then the opening up of those trails after
they have been closed. It is not something that
NEMBA members are likely to doing, so please
pass the word that this sort of thing will get
mtbing kicked out of MFP. If anyone has any ideas
how this problem might be addressed, please
speak up.

Communication and Participation
I have a feeling that a lot of the new members are
out of the communication loop. So if you have
joined SC NH and have not signed on to the
Southern NH e-mail list, please do so. 99.9% of
our communication is through e-mail. All you have
to do is go to the NEMBA web site and click on email lists, choose the Southern NH list (and any
other ones you want) and follow the instructions.
Easy as pie! If you don't want to get the individual
e-mails, get it in the digest form.
We should also start to make use of the New
Hampshire section on the NEMBA forums, which
is also on the NEMBA web site. You can post any
activities or topics you want, discuss mtbing
issues, etc. etc. It is a good resource that we are
not using. Read the other stuff too while you are
there, some of it is real funny.
On a whole this chapter has a pretty good participation level. There are a decent number attending
the chapter meetings and most trail days, and the
rides are popular. (One, too popular sometimes!)
Members have come up and followed through with
some real great ideas, all of which keeps SC NH
moving forward and growing. The reason the chapter was able to, for example, build the bridge in
Yudicky last year and the one in Hazeltine this
year; or put on the Poker Run in Lamson and make
plans to cut new trails in Merrimack next year, is
because a chapter member with that idea stepped
forward and said "How about this…", and then
picked up the ball and ran with it. You can't piss
and moan that an area you like to ride is not part
of our plans if you don't speak up. You have to be
an advocate for your ideas!

Chapter Officers
For next year, Susan DeCloedt will stay on a s
treasurer, Mark Lisee is the new secretary, Walter
Masgul is VP again, and Jean Rubin is president.
—Jean Rubin

Other NEMBA Chapter Contacts:
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Berkshire NEMBA:

Odin Adolfson, oadolphson@hotmail.com

Cape Cod NEMBA:

Charlie Genatossio,cgenatossio@webtv.net, 508-477-4936

Mt. Agamenticus NEMBA

Steve Cole, coles@attbi.com, 603-433-6328, www.mtanemba.org
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SE Mass

President: Carolyn Zepf, 781-297-5658
Vice-Presidents:
Ames Nowell: Don Jordan, 781-7674044
Blue Hills: Joe Sloane, 617-696-3533
Borderland: Richard Higgins, 508-3287590
Foxboro: Dan Ibbitson, 508-384-0665
Franklin SF: Jan Hubbell, 508-341-5509
Freetown: Dennis Lewis, 508-993-5920
Myles Standish: Tim Scholz, 508-7632327
Wompatuck: Paul Peaslee, 781-925-2512
Wrentham: Kevin Delaney, 401-7222426
Treasurer: Bill Boles, 508-583-0067
Secretary: Eero Kola, 781-356-2518
Email List: semass@nemba.org

Vermont
President: Rob Macgregor, 802-8243642, llmtbacs@webtv.net
Secretary: Cyndi Kilday
Greetings and happy winter! Off to a snowy start,
hope your studded tires are not buried too deep....
Not a lot to report at the VT NEMBA chapter level.
We were scheduled to hold a fall meeting with the
Forest Service and the Green Mountain Club to discuss the first season of bike access to the IP Road.
No problems have been reported so far, and the
meeting has been postponed to January. Yours
truly was called by a Forest Service mediator to
solicit input, from the mountain biker's perspec-

Wachusett

President: Vacant.
Vice-President: Vacant
VP Groton TF: Dave Stockwell, davidsstockwell@cs.com
VP Leominster SF: Jim Wrightson,
endothebars@aol.com
VP Midstate: Jim Amidon,
jami@NET1Plus.com
VP Townsend SF: Dana Blanchard,
blanchar@cabletron.com
Treasurer: John Pratt
Secretary: Gray Harrison
Email List: wachusett@nemba.org
Web:
http://geocities.com/Yosemite/Meadoe
s/1441/

Here's what's happened or is going to happen in
Southeast Mass.:
A new $800 bridge in Wrentham State Forest. We
planned this at the October meeting. Gary Graham
had hosted us at his house, which was very nice
(for him to do and the house). Since his property
abuts the forest, he has an excellent relationship
with the ranger and they are both very enthusiastic about Gary's great ideas. We'll post any new
trail dates on the 'net.
Another new trail going in at Borderland State Park
Excellent T-shirts. A member, Mike Salerno, has
designed possibly the coolest shirts I've ever seen.
They have the NEMBA logo, a picture of a mountain biker, and say, 'Save 'Nam.' They're on sale for
$15, plus mailing costs. You can however get them
from either Bill Boles or me in person somehow; on
a group ride, monthly meeting, etc. We're going to
use the proceeds on good things of course, like
trail work or 'um, saving 'Nam.

Toys For Tots Ride - Sunday, December 8th 9:00
a.m. Marked loops or follow the leader. At the risk
of redundancy, bring any unwrapped toy with you.
There will be some refreshments and hot stuff, a
bonfire - great fun.
Thanks everyone, for everything this season and of
course, the season never ends. The bike lights have
been brought out and the studs will be on the tires
if need be. It may seem like a crazy idea to be out
there when it's freezing but after the warm-up, it
feels like a spring day, it kinda makes the winter go
by a lot faster. We'll be out there. Join us. —
Carolyn Zepf

Blue Hills Mountain Bike Day - Another 700 riders
this year. Everything went great and the MDC was
pleased.

tive, for the new National Forest management
planning process. i expect that we will be invited
to participate in the next level of meetings with
representatives of the other recreational user
groups. If anyone is interested in volunteering to
attend these meetings on a regular basis, let me
know.
New working agreements negotiated between
IMBA and various national land management agencies, particularly the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers,
will hopefully result in some new trail access
opportunities at Townshend, Ball Mountain and
No. Springfield dam areas. Initiating new trail
access with the Corp of Engineers would be a good
project for this winter. Again, volunteers?
Snafus continue in central and northern VT. The
state's newly released management plan for Phen
Basin in Fayston apparently does not provide for
more than limited bike access, this after a serious
effort by VMBA and the Mad River Riders club to

ensure no net loss of access.
In the newly created Silvio Conte National Wildlife
Refuge (part of the former Champion Lands in the
Northeast Kingdom) 40 miles of gravel roads will
be open to pedestrians and motor vehicles but
closed to bicycles. Protests are being planned over
this issue.
Lastly, note that the redesigned NEMBA website
has a forum page for Vermont, which will serve
well as a place to discuss Vt mountain bike access
issues online. Visit www.NEMBA.org and click the
online forums button near the top of the page.
Check in to the forum for notice of the 2nd annual NEMBA XC Ski day at the Viking Nordic Center
as well. Details pending.
Til next time, happy winter pedaling or skiing or
whatever. Pray for snow.... Also, HAPPY HOLIDAYS
and a peaceful New Year! —Rob Macgregor

By the time
this goes to
print we will
have successfully
completed
three maintenance
days
in
Leominster.

Burgers, beers and a ride followed from my house
later that day.

On June 1 st
we installed
a rugged 20
foot
plus
span bridge
over Bartlett
Brook at the
south end of
the forest.
This has made accessing the forest from that end
noticeably better. I've noticed an increase in use
from there as the previous bridge was in tough
shape. We also had a group remove a huge pine
blowdown nearer the Rocky Pond Rd. parking area.

The day that was planned for October 26 th ended
up being a washout so it has been rescheduled for
November 9 th . We have planned to hit some of
the trails and clear the numerous blowdowns
thanks to the gypsy moths over the last decade.

On September 14 th we replaced an older corduroy
type boardwalk in the middle of the forest with a
slight trail reroute and a new section of boardwalk
that was half the length of the old. This reroute
was suggested by the park manager for future
replacement cost concerns. This new section will
also make our equestrian riders and hikers happy.

Thanks to all of you that have volunteered and we
hope to see you next year. —Jim Wrightson
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White
Mountains

time you read this. Our work days included water
bar and grade dip work on the Black Cap and Red
Tail Trails, brush trimming on the Red Tail and in
Shedd Woods, and the mega-bridge project on the
Nanamocomuck.

President: Mark Jenks, 603-356-0233,
jinxbery@adelphia.net
Vice-President: Rob Adair, 603-3565214, rob@adair.com
Treasurer: Phil Ostroski
Secretary: Cathy Steers
Email List:
mtb-whitemountains@nemba.org
Another fine year of riding has past in the White
Mountains. Our trail building and maintenance
effort seems to increase every year and this year
was no exception. The chapter has grown to about
55 members. Thanks go out to the locals who have
seen what this organization can do and have
joined us in doing it! Here's a summary of what we
got done:

New

Hampshire

Trail

Care

Series

Thanks to Rocky Mountain Bicycles for sponsoring
this year's trail maintenance series. Rocky donated
a full-suspension frame and Marzocchi fork, which
should be in some lucky trail worker's hands by the

Annual Trail Building Weekend: With a
great turn-out by NEMBA members and locals
alike, we completed a fantastic bog bridge project
at this annual event. We built 234' of bog bridges
off the popular Nanamocomuck Trail in a single
day, after hauling loads of materials a couple weeks
ahead of time. Besides the local turnout, guys from
FOMBA and members of the Seacoast, Southeast
Mass, Greater Boston, and South-Central New
Hampshire NEMBA chapters showed up and
worked very hard to get the project completed.
Thank you to all the volunteers that showed up to
help!! Paul Peaslee and head flatlander Jack
Chapman get extra thanks for bringing along trailers full of tools. We had an excellent barbeque &
bash followed by group ride on Sunday to test our
work.
Mineral Site Trail: The U.S. Forest Service
has approved our requested re-route of the lower
Mineral Site Trail. The folks at the Saco Ranger
District are now completing the required environmental documentation for the proposed trail relocation, and we hope to make this our 2003 trail
building event in early May. This will be an excellent winding singletrack that will replace a steep,

washed out old jeep road.

White Mountains Adventure Ride: We

had a very successful Pedros/Harpoon sponsored
Adventure Ride on Sunday, September 8th. Mark
Jenks deserves much credit for not only laying out
some excellent loops, but also for superbly coordinating the various sweep crews. We followed the
ride with a great party at the Red Parka Pub, with
a bunch of swag, good food and cold beverages.
Hope you made it there!

Saco River Trail: With backing from the

Town of Conway, we're pursuing the concept of a
valley-long Saco River trail. While this may be
years away from happening, initial inquiries have
been positive and encouraging. Turning this dream
into reality will take lots of work and approval from
the landowners along the way.

Tool Grants: The White Mountain Chapter

scored some desperately needed tools thanks to
two grant approvals. The Eastern Fat Tire
Association (EFTA) awarded the chapter an EFTA
Trail Care Tool Kit, consisting of one Pulaski and
one McLeod manufactured by ZAC Tools. NEMBA
also awarded us with a gas-powered brush cutter,
which has been of great use in trimming back
those trails running through the clearcuts. —Rob
Adair

JoinsingleNEvoiceMBA to SavenewTtrailsrail Accarecess

Mountain bikers need a
to protect trail access, build
and take of the thousands of
miles of trails in New England. We’re a grassroots organization that relies on you and your financial support to protect our sport. Whether you ride a lot or a little, if you enjoy mountain biking, you should become a NEMBA
member! Get your friends to join too.
Name ________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip ______________________
Home phone _____________________________ Chapter ______________________________________
New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp___________
Individual $20 ______ Family (2 Cards) $30 ______ Supporting $50 _____ Sponsoring $100_____
Bicycle Dealer Memberships:
Basic $100 _____ Supporting $200_____ Benefactor $500_____ Lifetime $1500_____
Referred by: __________________________________________
Mail to: NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720 Join online at WWW.NEMBA.ORG
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Pick a Chapter!

At Large
Berkshire NEMBA
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Cape Cod NEMBA
CT NEMBA
Greater Boston NEMBA
Maine NEMBA
Merrimack MA NEMBA
Mt. Agamenticus NEMBA
North Shore MA NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA NEMBA
Seacoast NH NEMBA
South Central NH NEMBA
Southeast MA NEMBA
Rhode Island NEMBA
Vermont NEMBA
Wachusett MA NEMBA
White Mtns NH NEMBA

NEMBA Group Rides
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven't yet joined NEMBA,
please do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been
known to change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to call the ride's leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the
ride. Important—Be sure to contact the ride leader a couple of days before the ride takes place. That way you will be sure that the ride is
on.
If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides will stay manageable and be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact the ride leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(MBA)
(EN)
(D)
(DB)
(FBH)
(BHTW)
(NBTRS)
(Dog)
(W)
(K)
(CALL)
(TBA)

NEMBA Mountain Bike Adventure Series Ride
EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride.
weekday daytime ride.
daybreak or early morning ride.
Friends of the Blue Hills Ride.
Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.
Newington Bike Trek Ride Series
you can bring your dog.
WOMBATS ride.
Kids & Family ride.
Contact the leader to see if the ride is on.
Location to be determined.

The following ride categories are only general guidelines. You should ask the ride's leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in
terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your level of riding skills and don't join a ride that is beyond your present
ability or fitness level.
MBA
EFTA/NEMBA
Kids/Family:
Beginner:
Novice:
Advanced Novice:
Intermediate:
Advanced Intermediate:
Advanced:
Women's Rides:

10-20 miles. A ride on a marked course for all ability levels. Normally includes short and long loops. Call for
more information.
10-25 miles. Marked loops for all ability levels. Normally includes multiple loops. Call for more information.
2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These rides are aimed at parents with young children.
2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.
4-9 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent stops.
6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly, frequent stops.
10-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points. Intermediate
rides are designed for people who ride frequently, and have some skills, but who probably don't enter races.
The same as intermediate, except faster and harder terrain.
20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace, few stops or chances tobail out. These rides are intended for
advanced riders or, racers who would like to go for a challenging ride at less than all out race pace.
Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Cape Cod & Islands
12/11
12/12
12/15
12/14
12/15
12/17
12/18
12/21
12/21
12/22
12/22
12/28
12/28
12/29
12/29
01/04
01/04
01/05
01/05
01/07
01/08
01/11
01/11
01/12

Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA

All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.

Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles

ZRT800AC@aol.com
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@Adelphia.Net
pedsrfski@networld.com
lpkj3@juno.com
ZRT800AC@aol.com
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@Adelphia.Net
pedsrfski@networld.com
lpkj3@juno.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
TedRowan@Adelphia.Net
pedsrfski@networld.com
lpkj3@juno.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
TedRowan@Adelphia.Net
pedsrfski@networld.com
lpkj3@juno.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
ZRT800AC@aol.com
ZRT800AC@aol.com
TedRowan@Adelphia.Net
pedsrfski@networld.com
lpkj3@juno.com

508-477-1300
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 X298
508-775-3299(DB)
508-759-6773
508-477-1300
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 X298
508-775-3299(DB)
508-759-6773
508-693-4905
508-540-2200 X298
508-775-3299(DB)
508-759-6773
508-693-4905
508-540-2200 X298
508-775-3299(DB)
508-759-6773
508-693-4905
508-477-1300
508-477-1300
508-540-2200 X298
508-775-3299(DB)
508-759-6773
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01/12
01/14
01/15
01/18
01/18
01/19
01/19
01/21
01/22
01/25
01/25
01/26
01/26
01/28
01/29
02/01
02/01
02/02
02/02
02/04
02/05
02/08
02/08
02/09
02/09
02/11
02/12
02/15
02/15
02/16
02/16
02/18
02/19
02/22
02/22
02/23
02/23
02/25
02/26
03/01
03/01
03/02
03/02
03/04
03/05
03/08
03/08
03/09
03/09
03/11
03/12
03/15
03/15
03/16
03/16
03/18
03/19
03/22
03/22
03/24
03/24

Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Trail of Tears
Pochasset
Trail of Tears
TBA
Vineyard

Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
All
All
Beginner - Skills Ride
Advanced Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
12/08
12/15

Leominster SF
Leominster SF

Beginner - Adv. Beg.
Beginner - Adv. Beg.

Metro Boston, Merrimac & North Shore
12/08
12/14

Blue Hills
Great Brook SP

All
Women

Southeastern Mass & Blackstone Valley
12/10
12/12
12/15
12/16
12/17
12/19
36

Wompatuck SP
Foxboro SF
TBA
Borderland SP
Wompatuck SP
Foxboro SF
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Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner & Inter.
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
Village Cycles
David Whitmon
Mike Dube
Mike Dube
Ted Rowan
Roger Wharton
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Toys for Tots ride
Nanyee Keyes

617-698-1802(BHTW)
Nanyee.L.Keyes@hitchcock.org
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NEMBA’s
Official
Singletrack
Bar!
Eat ‘em and Ride!
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Thanks to all NEMBA
volunteers who
keep the trails alive
and well.
You are all
RockShox Heroes!
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S.O.S.: Support Our Sponsors!
$1000+
Ace Wheelworks, Somerville MA
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Harpoon, Boston MA
IMBA, Boulder CO
Independent Fabrication, Somerville MA
Merlin Metalworks, Chattanooga TN
Mystic Cycle Center, Mystic CT
Redbones BBQ, Somerville MA
Santa Cruz, Bicycles Santa Cruz CA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
$500+
Rock Shox, Colorado Springs CO
$250+
AdventureBus, Yucaipa CA
$150-200+
Cycle Loft, Burlington MA
Interbike, Laguna Beach CA
Newington Bicycles, Newington CT
Pedal Power, Middletown CT
Salem Cycle, Salem MA
Souhegan Cycleworks, Milford NH
The Bicycle Shop, Topsfield MA
The Bike Shop, Inc., Manchester CT
$100
Amity Bicycle, Woodbridge CT
Bay Road Bikes, S. Hamilton MA
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards, Canton CT
Bicycle Bill, Allston MA
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Bicycle World Inc., Greenfield MA
Bike Zone, East Falmouth MA
Biker's Edge, Bristol CT
Cove Cycle, Hyannis MA
Cutting Edge ,Berlin CT
Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Goodale's Bike & Sk,i Nashua NH
Highland Hardware & Bike Shop, Holyoke MA
North Haven Bike, North Haven CT
North Shore Cyclists, Amesbury MA
Northeast Bicycles, Saugus MA
Recycled Sports, Seabrook NH
Riverside Cycles, Newburyport MA
Rock'n Road Cycles, Clinton CT
Saybrook Cycle Works, Old Saybrook CT
Seaside Cycle, Mancheseter MA
Sound Cyclists Bicycle Club, Milford CT
Union Cycle, Attleboro MA
Valley Bicycle, Granby CT
Village Cycles, Buzzards Bay MA
Wallingford Bike & Repair, Wallingford CT
Western Cycle & Fitness, Danvers MA
Wheel Power, Exeter NH
$50
Backcountry Excursion of Maine
Coyote Mountain Bike Camp, Fairlee VT
Igleheart Custom Bicycles, Essex MA
McNeill’s Brewery, Brattleboro VT
Sinister Bikes, Peobody MA
Team Douglas, S Deerfield MA
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New England Mountain Bike Association
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Acton MA 01720
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Help NEMBA Buy Land!

We need every member to donate to our largest fundraising campaign
ever—buying a large chunk of the fabled riding area known as
Vietnam in Milford, MA.
See page 6 for details on this historic land purchase

